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February 18, 1982 
Whalen Speaks S d ··>$.·r«?• tu,,. :.eti~~ 
By Joe Halpern 
in an informal question and 
answer session, President 
1 a mes . -Whalen addressed 
Student Government Wed-
nesday night on a number of 
college and national issues. 
Whalen seemed to be at ease 
as his answers covered such 
controversial subjects as 
Federal Student Aid Cuts and 
ithaca College tuition in-
creases. 
When John Davidoff, 
congress representath c . 
brought up Reagan's cutbacks 
in student aid programs, 
Whalen admitted "The impact 
of the cuts will be 
devastating," and that iC will 
lose a number of programs in-
cluding Guarantee Student 
and National Direct Student 
Loans. 
He also cited the problem of 
many students not being able 
to have the choice to enroll or 
stay at private institutions 
because of the elimination of 
such loans. 
"You can always stop 
building roads," Whalen said, 
"but you can't stop educating 
people.'' 
He stressed that the college 
could try to make up the losses 
by building up endowments 
for extra scholarships, but that 
the school could never hope to 
pay back the 2,800 re students 
who are taking part in the 
Guarantee Student Loans at 
this time. 
When a congress member 
asked, "is tuition going up? 
and if so, how much'?" 
Whalen insisted that the 
College Budget Committee has 
not made a final decision yet, 
and will not until the issue is 
put before the Board of 
Trustees later this semester. 
"We are going to clo our 
best in kcl·11ing it (tuition in-
creast·· , · 111i:11urn." 
Liz Ashbourne. ex-vice 
Presiacni lll ,\,aJ,·1i:1v, and 
still actl\e in StuJcnt Govc1 -
nment, asked Whalen how the 
" 
After 15 years on the South Hill campus, Dr. John David 
Hammond announced his retirement at the end of this 
semester. In appreciation for his services the Student Gover-
nment presented Dr. Hammond with a plaque tuesday night 
on behalf of the student body. 
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Meeting 
'"':• ,111th 1,1,,'.!ram \\Iii h,, 
affected next year. The 
:' .:,1-t,·n1 1n,i:-.tu.1 that 1hcr1: 
\,ill he ,w reductions in the 
number of jobs on campus. 
He said that the departmen-
ts within the college will con-
tinue to be allocated money 
for students that work for 
them. 
Whalen seemed to be most 
vocal when Student President 
Jim Leech raised the issue of 
the college's lost appeal case 
against the Yale handbook. 
By Peeka Bunnell 
Peer Career Counselor ap-
plications are available from 
the Career Planning Office, 
first floor Gannett Center, on 
February 19. Freshpersons, 
sophomores and juniors from 
any major .ire eligible to ap-
ply. 
The Peer Career Counselor 
(P.C.C.) is viewed as a "para 
professional and will assume 
responsibilities somewhat 
comparable to that of the 
professional staff." 
P .C.C.'s are trained to 
assist students in the career 
planning process. Training 
areas include interest iden-
tification, values clarification, 
skills analysis, self-assessment 
and career exploration, 
knowledge of Career Planning 
services, university/com-
munity referrals, and outreach 
programming in the residence 
halls. 
The presidL'llt ,aid that just 
yesterday (Monday) Ile had 
made the dec1l,1on not to ap-
peal again. 
Whalen said it would be "a 
matter of principle " if it was 
only himself involved, but sin-
ce another appeal would give 
the press a chance to smudge 
the school he will drop the 
case. 
Continuing the stand he has 
favored since the case was 
dismissed December l 981, 
Whalen said the judge was 
Training methods will in-
clude lecture, exercise com-
pletion (individually and 
through group interaction) 
role-playing, readings, and 
group discussions. P.C.C.'s 
continue to be trained 
throughout the academic year 
on relevant issues concerning 
students. 
The position is beneficial 
because it enables a peer career 
counselor to identify his or her 
own career goals. The 
program gives a P.C.C. the 
oppo1 tuu;t, to be- e'<posed to 
an in-depth oru'ration of the 
C~reer Planning Office. One 
Caal lh:H:tup counl,elmg l,l,.111~ 
and karn how to effectively 
relate to their peer!>. 
Lori Vzn. Dusen, a peer 
wrong in his decision. 
The Appellate Division of 
the State Supreme Court had 
ruled that the Yale handbook 
was not necessarily libelous, 
after school officials conten-
ded that the guide contained 
"false and dematory" 
statements. 
"We are a good challenge," 
Whalen said of the college. He 
then spoke of the excellent 
faculty and students here, and 
insisted that there is "A lot to 
be proud of." 
Applications forms must be 
completed by March 19. The 
application includes the 
, responsibilities of the position 
and two recommendations 
which must be completed by a 
member of the Ithaca Co!iege 
community. 
Applicants must arrange to 
"shadow" with a Peer Career 
counselor for a half-hour in 
the Office. This enables .a 
student to observe a P.C.C. in 
action and learn about the 
position. 
An interview will follow if 
the applicant choses to con-
.ti nue in the selection process. 
The interview will be with a 
p1 ofessional staff member. 
The final selection of 1982-83 
Peer Career Counselors will be 
announced during the last 
week of classes. 
career counselor feels, .. The 
position has enabled me to 
assess my career path along 
with assisting other students in 
their career decisions." 
Any questions regarding the 
position should be addressed 
to the Career Planning staff or Q 
a P .C.C. Office Hours are 9-5 
Mon-Fri. 
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I.Hia.iil tt® tllne 1P:rresidem11t 
The Ithacan congratulates President James J. Wt,alen for 
his recent election to the Board of Directors of the National 
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities 
(NAICU). 
The group,. comprised of more than 850 institutions of 
higher education, was established in 1976 to represent the 
views of independent.higher education in a unified manner. 
The group's Bo~rd of Dir~tors is made up of 15 college 
and university presidents _ftom around the country. 
A major item of ~ri~ern on NAICU's agenda will 
be the budget·.' _cuts -proposed by the Reagan ad-
ministration:~Jr.iassed, these cuts will severly limit the ability 
of private educational institutions to provide student loans. 
This could result in a type of "sur,vival of the fittest," for 
those eligible for college education where to be "fit" actually; 
means to have money. 
"Since the release of the proposed budget, administration 
spokesmen have suggested that for years higher education 
and college students have been 'on the dole' and that the 'dole 
should be cut off,"' said Whalen according to the office of 
Public Information. 
"Money for financial aid and other programs," Whalen 
continued, "does not come form the government. it comes 
from ... the taxpayers (and) ... it is our responsibility ... to see 
that there is an equitable distribution of these taxpayers' 
dollars." 
ff NAICU can gather enough support, they can be a for-
ceful voice in directing federal policy for student loans to 
provide for more than the proposed budget cuts will allot. 
Congratulations, once more to president Whalen and also to 
NAICU. and to the hope that their unified voice will be 
heard. 
Here we go again. 
Just when we thought it was safe to resume as Ithaca 
College, Institution of Higher Learning, some 'Insider's 
Guide' has to come out and tell the world we're a den of 
inequity for alcohol. 
This time it's not the Yale Daily News guide. It's The New 
York Times' guide. It's a new publication that was compiled 
by the education editor of the Times and he claims that it is 
"essentially 250 news articles about colleges and univer-
sities." 
The education editor must have forgotten what responsible 
journalism is. His piece on Ithaca College is a strong diatribe 
emphasizing the popularity of booze here--not unlike tl'," Yale 
Guide. 
This is a strange twist. By using the New '{('rk Tiu1es' 
name, theis publication is insinuating a stand.:.rrl of ~:t>dibility 
equal t,p thl\t of the Times. However, the st~nd,-.rd ;,, :sented 
in this publication involves editorializing and u1ck oT '!"i!Spon-
sibility in talking directly with the subject .~f t!v: ''news 
story" 
It'~ ~nough_ to give the New York Times a bad name. 
February l~,.1982 · 
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All His World's A Stage 
Dra·ma Major Tony Ra~zano's Soliloquy on Theaire 
Bl' Leigh Leventhal c 
"Drama majors are lltr1l-tt--1-it-1--it-+---t+_-if--1+_-+f-~1--+¼--t--++-_-J_-4+-_-J_-4+_~1--l+_.J+l--l+_-+l--l+--+l--lt-+l--i-~+--i--~+--L--1+_-.J-l---1-t-.. 1-l-_-t_-..J.+-_i_-4+-_i_~+_-tl---1+~-1 
:1rnazing," says Tony Raz- n-rH-t--t-H-t-++-H++H-++1-l-l--l-+-l-l-++-+--+-+-l-+-1W-l--l--W-t---l-WW-l-..U 
k1as, I love playing ,.,-;th them 
and spending time with 
them." 
1ano. a sophomore at IC who 
,hould certainly know. In 
only one and- one. half year~. 
Razzano has accomplished 
what many students never 
achieve in four. Starting with 
h1, frc!>hm:rn year, he ha-; 
received the leading roles in 
most of IC's productions. His ,1r-i-t-t-+-+--H1---+--+--+-l-+ 
credits include: El Guyo in 
• 'Fa mas ti ck s", the narrator in 1 1n--t--1-+-+--+-+-1-+-+-4--1-1-
"Drink-; Before Dinner", and 
the lion in "Androcles and the 
Lion". 
Ranano's interest in drama 
began in his freshman year in 
hi!!h school. "I saw some of 
Ill}' buddies after ~chool one lll-+-l--+-+-+--Hl-l---+--+-1--+-+---1--+ 
day. and they were going to 
audition for some show. Soc-
cer practice was 'cancelled, an-
d ~o I went along. They got 
me to audition. and I ended up 
getting the lead." The 
production was A.A. Milne's 
farce adaptation of "The Ugly 
Dudding". 
How docs Razzano find 
time for his studies while being 
so involved with the drama 
department? "You find the 
time. Where there's a will 
there's a way. The first 
rehearsals usually run from 
seven to ten at night. That 
leaves you time. Sometimes 
you fall behind, but that's 
normal, so does everyone 
else." 
Razzano feels very comfor-
table with the theatre depar-
tment. "I think the depar-
tment has helr.,ed me grow. In 
school, you get the most out of 
things from what you put in. 
They have offered an exquisite 
amount of knowledge and 
caring. They care about 
guiding you, they give you the 
best of what they've got. 
There's a family kind of 
situation in the theatre depar-
tment. I trust the faculty, and 
I feel that trust is an extremely 
important part of acting. You 
have to trust those you are 
working with, and I trust the 
faculty. I am pleased with the 
department.'' 
Acting looms ahead in Raz-
"I thought it wa!s a lot of 
tun. hut- it wasn't until- my 
iun:or year that it became 
mo, c than a hobby. I figured 
I'd imt do what made me 
haJ)J)\'. '' TONY RAZZANO: There's no businesi;. like theatre business. zano's future. Broadway? 
What i~ it about drama that . 
make~ Ra1.1ano happ~·? --"For 
one 1hing. I don't like the 
1hought or an eight hour uay. 
1101 a nine to five job." 
"Someone once said. 'an 
actor shoulu have ten year ... or 
c,pcrienee anu ten year!', of 
P"Ychoanalysi!,.' Well. I 'vc 
been going through a kind of 
P")·,hoanalysi~ everyday 
people Lio it all over ju!.t being 
alive anywhere. I'm trying to 
rind ~omcthing that will pull 
my life together. I'm coming 
10 term!. with my!'>clf. An ac-
tor ha!s to he plcascu with him-
,cl r _ .. I do!) 't cxpec1 10 rc,ll'h 
that point. When I do, I'll 
give up acting. You're saying 
you've grown. In acting you 
should alway!, continue to 
learn everyday. When you 
stop learning. you might a" 
well hang it up ... " 
What docs Ranano think of 
the \tcreotypical imprc!.~ion 
that many student~ have or the 
'tvpical' drama maior? 
"It'" been often said that 
drama major'.., arc weird. and 
I can !sec what give" them that 
imprc~~ion. We do funny 
1hing\ that people !,CC when 
thcv walk into the loblw (at 
the Dillingham Center for the 
Performing Arts). with our 
warmup!, and everything. But 
I 'vc never really run into a 
problem with it. We're all 
very individuali!.tic. It takes 
!',(rcn!!th to be an individual, 
which i!. why we're so f---ing 
amazing. Society oppresses 
different things. If you can be 
vour!sdf and be comfortable 
~vith who y0u are. then that 
tahc~ a lot of '>lrength and 
courage.· 
Ra;,zano'" interests a!>ide 
from acting arc music. ("a 
verv hig intcre!',t of mine. I 
·Supervise 150 People and a 
Multi-Million Dollar Operatiomio 
And do it well. If you're an ambitious. hard-working college graduate 
who's looking for a challenging career, perhaps training to become a 
Mana9c:r at a tiills Departmen_t Store is your kind of career challenge. 
Ifs a big responsibility. But you'll be ready for it. Because we offer one of 
the most thorough training programs in the industry. Hills training and 
our extensive Career Advancement Program have seen a number of 
our Assistant Managers become General Managers of an entire store in 
less time than with most other major retailers. And it can 
work that way for you. 
Your job will ·involveiong hours and relocation, but it can be a rewarding 
- career as you grow with Hi~ls. 
To learn more about the outstanding opportunities Hills can offer, why 
not talk to one of our Personnel Representatives. 
Just bring your resume to the placeme11t office so we'll be 
. certain to see you when we're on your campus. 
We'll bethereon ~ February 22, 1982. 
Contact yo_ur placement office for details. 
.--.. 
,/ 
like anybody in music - I try to 
stay open to all kinds."), and 
spending time with1 kids. "I 
love kid!'>, go crazy over 
them." Razzano worked with 
children in "Androcles", a 
children's theatre production. 
"They took over the show. 
They'll tell you exactly what 
they feel. They're 
uninhibited, which i~ wonder-
ful. You can learn a lot from 
"I do have major goals. and 
broadway is one of them. 
Movies too. Anywhere I could 
get the job. I'm gonna give it 
a fair shot. I won't give up 
easily. I've got quite a bit 
ahead of me. I'd like a family. 
I have a wonucrful family of 
my own right now, whom 
love very much. 
"Acting is what I love. 
That's what makes me hap-
py." 
Il1f1HIACA '§ 1f([))1P lHIA 1f 
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Mon:DJ SPiNNiNG RECORDS 
OPEN BAR $4.00 
ALL YOU CAN DRiNK 
9pm-lam 
TUES:PiTCHERS-$1.25 
0-V SPLiTS-3/SI.OO 
ALL BOTTLE BEER$. 75 
9pm-lam 
WED:LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
ROCK& ROLL 
9:30-lam 
356 Elmira Road (Rt.13) 
272-6464 
aeut 
THURS:BEER Bl.AST $3.00 
ALL YOU C,\N DRiNK 
DJ SPiNNiNG YOUR 
FAVORiTE TUNES 9-larn 
FRl:UVE ENTERTAiNM[NT 
SOUTHERN ROCK MllSIC 
9:30-larn 
SAT:HAPPY HOllR l-8pm 
UVE MUSiC 9:30pm-lani 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN . NATURAL 
CUTS,. HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
RYCA1ARY 
'116 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton Houae)-21. 
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It's the best job on campus. Just ask those who know. 
"It's a terrific job," says P,atty Dworakowski '82 who did 
it two summers ago. "I'd love to do it every sum~er." 
-Della Schmidt, '83, did it last summer. She said, "It's a 
learning experience everyone should have. You learn a lot 
about the college and people in general." 
The jobs these women held were on the Orientation Staff --
as Ithaca College Orientation Leaders. 
Orientation Leaders are student representatives of the 
school, of sorts. They are students hired by the school 
through the Residential Life and Orientation Committee to 
acquaint incoming freshmen and their parents with Ithaca 
College during their summer visits. The job is not only 
perhaps the most prestigious one offered to IC students, but 
also the most rewarding, as the women have suggested above. 
Applications for the sixteen spots .have been snatched up so 
far by approximately 200 applicants, according to Director fo 
Campus Activies Sharon Policello, who is also in charge of 
tl1e orientation program here at the school. "We've given 
away more applications than ever before," she claimed 
suggesting an ever increasing surge in popuiarity for the job. ' 
And no wonder. Benefits of the job include $900 
reumeration for the five-week summer orientation sessions 
with room and board. And first glimpse at the Class of '86. 
~pplications for the job are still available, according to 
Pohcello. They're due by 5:oo, Friday, February 26 and 
they'½½ be processed over vacation. 
Ballot Boxes Soon to Brim 
It's election time again for the Student Government. 
Executive Board. Elections will soon be held for the 1982-
1983 school year. 
The Executive Board consists of a president and four vice 
presidents in each of the following areas: Campus Activites, 
Academics, Business and Finance and Communications. 
Positions as student justice and Senior Class Officers are 
also available . 
For further information contact Susan Blickstein, chair-
person for student government, at the Student Government 
Office, located on the second floor of the Egbert Union. 
Goin:i; IF or the Gardens 
Garden Apartment selection .procedure will begin March 
15-22. Students must fill out an application and return to Res. 
Life by March 22. On Friday, March 26, those _eligible to 
select a Garden Apartment will be posted. 
On March 29, at 7:30 PM in the Terrace Dining Hall, apar-
tment selection will take place. 
The Office of Residential Life has designated that there will 
be 20 "voluntary" three person apartments; IO five person 
apartments; and 6 six person .apartments. The remaining 
apartments will be four or five depending on enrollment. 
There are also 124 two person apartments available. 
The following is a priority list for combinations: 
1. Senior-Senior 
2. Senior-Junior PT 
3. Senior-Junior 
4. Junior--PT- Junior Pt 
5. Junior PT-Junior 
6. Junior-Junior /Senior-Sophomore 
7. Junior-Sophomore 
Sophomore-Sophomore 
· Any questions regarding· the Garden selection should be 
directed to Residential Life staff membt:rs. 
IL@ttlt@u>~ -
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Still Open F orufil on 
Open Mike Night 
fo the Editor: 
In response to the open let-
ter to S.A.B. in the Ithacan 
concerning "Open Mike 
Night" on Feb. 5, there are 
certain things that students 
should be made aware of. 
First of all, Chuck Biondo 
(the M.C. of the show) was at 
the sign-ups until 6:15 pm. He 
closed the sign-ups because he 
had more than enough people 
signed up. During the show, 
people who asked Chuck to be 
in the show were added to the 
show. The ideal number of 15 
acts grew to 22. Some people· 
already signed-up before 
Friday because they were 
, closed out of last semester's 
show. 
Secondly, the reason why 
the number of shows has 
decreased is due to the out-
come of the shows during the 
'80-81 schoQl year. We were 
putting on a show each month, 
and "Open Mike Night" lost 
its popularity. The show was 
routine and people lost interest 
in going to the show. 
However, having only twc 
shows this school year. we 
have seen an increa~e in 
popularity of the show, plu.~ 
an increase in attendance 
which resulted in the __ 
~rossroads being pacl-..cd. We 
are sorry that people had to be 
turned.away. It is difficult to 
know the response of the 
people. 
We must also add that it i~ 
impossible to have unlimited 
sign-ups. The show could go 
all night. Also. there is a cer-
tain time when campm, events 
must end. -according to the 
school policy. We cannot do 
anything about it. 'Three 
hours is the usual length for a 
show. Chuck puts a lot of his 
own time into the show and 
running a show longer than 
· three hours ·is a strain on 
everyone from Chuc!,. to the 
A. V. technicians to the 
Crossroads Committee mem-
bers. We all work hard- for 
those three hours to put on a 
good show and we enjoy it. 
Chuck prearranges the acts 
in order to break the 
monotony , and to offer 
variety. We cannot have five 
guitarists in a row and then a 
comedian. Rather, we would 
split the guitarists up with. the 
comedian in the middle. If 
people do not want to go on 
when Chuck tells them he will 
try to accommodate them as 
best as he can. 
In the future, the next 
"Open Mike Night" will be 
held in the Union Dining Hali 
on _March 26. This time, we 
will not have to turn people· 
away. In order to let more 
people perform, there ·will be a 
5 minute limit or 2 songs for 
each act, whichever comes fir-
st fo the span of :Sminutes. 
Also, one hour before the 
show will be set aside to con-
firm acts previously signed up, 
and fou:xtra sign-ups. · 
This i~ the fourth year that· 
Chuck Biondo has been the 
·M.C. of "Open Mike-Night". 
He works hard for each show, 
putting his time and effort mto 
each show. Last semester, he 
was unable to do more than 
one show because he was in-
volved in theatre productions 
on campus, since this is hi~ 
major. This semester, he is 
making up for it by doin_g__two 
"Open Mike Niglit". shows 
and the "Best of'!. 
_If there ··arc any questions 
about "Open Mike Night". 
the S.A.B. office is located on 
the third floor of Egbert 
Union. Lisa can be reached at 
. her office hours on Monday:-. 
and Wednesdays from 1 :30 to 
2:30. 
Lisa L'Huillier,'83 
Chairperson of the Crossroads 
Committee 
Chuck Biondo, '82 
M.C. of "Open Mike Night" 
A:pplanm§<e if o:rr §AB'§ 
Ca:irnivaft People 
To the Editor: 
Congratulations S.A.B. for 
an cxcdlent Winter Carnival. 
As a senior, it has definitely 
been the best carnival yet! I 
really enjoyed the quality en-
tertainment and the various 
activities the committees plan-
ned. Many of my friends at-
tended the shows and par-
~icipatcd in the games and 
e\.eryone HAD A GOOD 
TIME!!! 
I'd like to take the. ti111e and 
than!,. the people who made 
the Winter Carnival a success. 
Without their time, e.nergy, 
and commitment the carnival 
would not have been possible. 
·Ann Chipouras and Wendy 
Lebowitz. chairpersons of 
community activitic:-. for SAB, 
did an excellent job in coor-
dinating and implementing the 
· event, for Winter Carnival 
'82. Ann and Wendy :-.pcri-t tJie 
last three month, ,vorl,.in!!. on 
making the l'arnival <:-ome 
tog.L'lhcr. 
Other ouhtandim! con-
t1 ibutor, include Ar;n L.un, 
and Mary Dzialga. chairpcr-
~om ror the Muscular 
Dy.,trophy Dance Marathon. 
co-~on:-.ored bv the· Ph\'!-,il'al 
Therapy A~,oc1ation . and 
SAB. The participant),, danced 
for 12 hour., and raised over 
3.000 dollar~ for mmcula1 
dy~trophy. 
The Student Activitic:-. 
Board ha), sc-vcral area), and 
each chairper~on ·should be 
commended for their out!->tan-
ding efforts. Thc),,c people 
arc: Pennv Downe\· 
Spea!,.cr~; Ellen. Young:-.tei~: 
Bureau of Concert,: Kevin 
' O'Neill. Film),; Andy 
Ca°rruiher~ and Ril:h Man,hali, 
Publicity; Michelle 
Chimielcwski. Fine Am,; Li:-.a 
L'Hullicr. -- Cros<,road:-.; 
Stephanie Romano. extra-
university; Valerie Gcorgara:-., 
Recreation and la:-.tlv the 
woman who ii, the chairper~on 
for S.A.B. and mai,.c:-. it all 
po~!-,iblc Stephanie Obcrmcic~. 
Special thank~ to thl' area, 
or the ..:ollcge whil'h con-
tributed throughout the ea1 -
ni"al which arc: !->afcty and 
~ccurity. bu.,ine\!-> sen i~·L·,. 
campu., activitic,. ;ind the 
union ~taff. 
On behalf ol th<' !->tlldcn1 
holly at lthaL·a Collcgl' - '''L' 
thank vou. 
Sincerl'I~·. 
Peeka Bunnell 
Planned Studie,; '82 
Dance Marathon Hardly 
> / 
· An 'Imaginary Ball~oom' 
To the Editor: 
When we first started organizing the dance marathoq, 
many peop}e believed it would never become a reality. They 
felt the apathy at I_thaca College woutd prevent us from 
gaining the support we needed. Last weekend, when seventy-
four people da:r1ced twelve hours and.'raised over $3,300, we 
knew those people were wrong. 
The feeling in the Union Dining Hall was one of friendship, 
closeness, and love. People ·\Vere dancing. for those who 
couldn't but even more importantly they were enthusiastic 
~nd energetic. Everyone there, whether·"dancers, workers, 
Judges, or spect~tors had a great time! We couldn't believe 
that these people were once considered apathetic. -if one 
couple started to tire, someone else was always there to cheer 
them on. Both of us answered so many questions about 
Muscular Dystrophy, we believe many of the volunteers this 
·summer at camp will be-from Ithaca College. _ 
We're glad so many people supported us in our cause. We 
had an idea, but it t(?Ok the dancers, all· the sponsors, spec; 
tators, and judges to make it work. Next time someone refers 
to Ithaca College as apathatic, remind them of the Muscular 
Dystrophy Dance Marathon. 
Sincerely 
Mary Dzialga and Ann Lunz 
/ 
/ 
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CF AA: W (O):rmt®Illl With a Cause 
0 The Editor: 
Under the pr\!sent ad-
inistration, radical en-
ingements[sic], cut-b~cks, 
nd denial of human nghts 
· ave occured. ~ractically 
very newspaper, daily state~ a 
ew 'policy' Reagan has m-
. tituted, which _in general e_f-
, ects the majority of peop!e m 
. egative manner; whether 1t be 
budget. 
' With this administration, a 
particular group of people 
have received enormous set-
backs and enfringements[sic] 
on their rights, and that group 
is women! 
h;ough smaller amounts .of 
· ood stamps, welfare checks 
.. r an increased military 
Women's oppression has 
existed for years, but presently 
the situation seems to be get-
ting worse. The Ithaca 
College Feminists for 
Awareness and Action (IC-
Greek_§ Speak~ 
Way~ 
' 
·: To the Editor: . , .. 
, ; am writing in regard to the Faculty Council s decJS1on to 
submit a request to Dr. Correnti that all social/service frater-
f nities be eliminated on the Ithaca c.ollege C~m~us. . 
,.· Being president of a social/~erv1ce s~ronty 1 am surpns:d 
:· that not one member of this council approached m_e_ m 
'.-' any way to discuss this issue. i cannot imagme ho"". a dec1s1on 
·.: so grave as this can be submitted purely on the evidence of a 
,:. Greek Life Report that is almost one year ou~ of date, and 
·i without even considering talking to the people tt would effect 
·: the most. . .. 
,:' ; do not think the Ithaca College Community full)'. realnzes 
1 the extent of what social/service hbuses do for this com-
~- munity. We perform many s_ervices throughout the l.t?aca 
;_ area such as visits to the hospital and Ithacare, Bood Dnves, 
: food baskets on the holidays, collecting for Unicef, Roll-a-
: thons for M.D., and Tin Can Drives to name a few. No other 
1
'.· organizations on this campus have _contributed so much for 
.: the College. To eliminate these services would be a great loss 
·, indeed . 
• '. The social aspect of our houses is very important also. 
1 Through our fall rush programs we offer a place for freshmen 
· to get to know people during the first few weeks of scho_ol. 
,. Pledging is an opportunity to get to know a group ~f can~g 
~ individuals. The sense of security and warmth of fnendsh1p 
received from such an organization is indescribable. To take 
) away fifty years of tradition, all the securtiy, eve_rything that 
has made our college years the best years of our hves, to even 
suggest taking that away from us without giving us a chance 
to be heard is most unjust. We have spent the last two years 
working harder than we ever have to strengthen ourselves and 
., to show others that we are an asset to the community and 
worth keeping on this campus. We feel it is the right of the 
ithaca Community, College Students, and ~uture_ ithaca 
College. And we are not going to give up that nght wuhout a 
fight. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Kathy M. Presicci 
President Delta Phi Zeta 
1murrmnvvnn1m:wmmmrnurnntttPmunun111 n to 
lITHAC~N Policy 
nnmtnnnnnrsrnuwmunn 
The ITHACAN is proud to be able to publish correspondence 
form the college community that accurately re_flec~ the 
viewpoint of individuole and/or campUB orgon1zat10ns, 
However, we respect our responsibility to provide only 
legitimate letters with public forum. 
Because of this, the ITHACAN requires the following format 
for letters submitted for publication: 
I. Nome, major ond year of graduotion. Will be withheld 
upon request. 
2, Phone number and address. 
3, TYJ)ed neatly and no longer thon two typewritten pages. 
' 
·~ . 
4. Spelling corrected. (We will not do it for the outhor., 
Correspondence may be sent through intercampUB mail to 
the ITDACAN, BOBement of Landon Ball. Off-campus 
col"l'espondents may write us at THE ITHACAN, Basement of 
Landon Hall, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY 14850. All letters 
lllust be received by 5:00 p.m. Monday afternoon 
,m: 
FAA), a coalition of students, 
have joined hands in acting, 
· discussing, and fighting 
current oppressive political, 
social and women's issues ID O • J ·f ~ 
from a feminist perspective. Anyone to do this .1[' ({)§Utnon us :nee. 
Among the recent events 
and attempts against women's 
. liberation that are being 
discussed are the Family 
Protection Act, the Human 
Federalism Amendment, the 
Human Life Statute and the 
Human Life Amendment. 
The Family Protection Act is 
described by conservative fac-
tions as "the best strategic tool 
available to the pro-family 
movement." However, it is 
the tool designed to level a 
dangerous blow to human 
rights in the United States. 
Using the powerful issue of 
Students desirfog input into IC's Conduct Review Board 
should apply for the now-vacant position of Student Justice . 
The justice position, sort of a year long jury duty, involves 
sitting on the Conduct Review Board to examine alleged 
violations by alleged perpetrators to assess their guilt or in-
nocence. The position is a one-year app0intrnent. 
A mandatory meeting for justice candidates will be held in 
the Board Room (Job Hall, 3rd floor) on March 17 at 
7:00pm. 
Applications are available from Frank Lamas in the office 
of Student Affairs located on the second floor of Job Hat! or 
from the Student Government Office on the second floor of 
the student Union. 
Deadline for applications is Feb. 26, I 982 
protection and preservation of Jk. 
the American family as a cover Get y Oll.11.Jr Hands on a lHiandhoo 
focus, the bill proposes 
legislation to encourage and 
legitimize racist, sexist, 
homophobic, and single 
parent discriminatory prac-
tices. The three Human Life 
Amendments propose to 
outlaw women's frt!e choice on 
deciding a very personal, 
moral issue -- abortion. The 
Amendments will 
automatically ban the right of 
a· women's own decision 
regardless of such cases as 
rape. 
The rise of the Moral 
Majority and the New Right 
also shows the drive to further 
the oppression of women. 
Behind their fancy rhetoric of 
pro-family and pro-life, there 
is immense pressure to deny 
human rights. 
The preceding statements 
are fairly recent occurances, 
but we must not think that 
women's oppression is a new 
phenomenon. Women have 
been subjected to sexual 
harrasment, rape, poor wages 
(.59~ to the dollar a man 
receives), and a marital 
inequality; women have 
always been at the mercy of 
white-male supremacy. 
Today, Now, women and 
men alike must begin to re-
examine the myths that have 
been fed to us since childhood. 
We must no longer accept the 
existing structure or any future 
planned one, that continues to 
oppress women. ICFAA has 
started to serve this purpose. 
This student organization has 
already sat at tables in the 
Union, gathering signatures to 
oppose the Human Life 
Amendments. They are 
organizing a rape awareness 
week, which will include 
movies, speakers and 
discussion. The group is also 
trying to start a woman's self-
help program, consisting of 
self-administered exams and 
check.-ups. They are also 
responsible for the posters 
which gives information to 
students about rape, and what 
they can do. But most impor-
tant, the group serves as a 
resource center and a means of 
support in which women can 
express personal views and 
feelings. 
We encourage all who are 
interested to come share and 
join the fight. iCF AA m_eets 
weekly, on Tuesday evenmgs 
at 7:00 pm in Gannett 109. 
Miriam Chilton 
ICFAA 
OFF-CAMPUS students can pick up their hhaca College 
Handbook at the Union l.nformation Desk. Students must 
present their LD. in order to receive the b?ok. T~e ha~dbC?ok 
includes information about student affairs, residential hfe, 
campus employment, financial aid, the various services on 
campus: health center, counseling center, and. Carrer Pla~-
ning. The campus ministry, Safety and Secunty, acaderi:nc 
advising, writing lab and international programs are also m-
cluded in full detail. A complete listing of student clubs and 
organizations are published for your conve_nience along with 
mformation regarding sports and recreation. The Student 
Conduct Code of Ithaca College is enclosed to protect the 
rights of all individuals. Pick up a copy now!! 
All Notes on lHiall/Oates 
Here's everything you wanted to know about the Hall & 
Oates concert but couldn't find out: 
It was a sell-out with over 3,300 people cramming into Ben 
Light Gym ... It was the first sell-out concert for the re 
Bureau of Concerts since Little Feat came here in the Fall of 
1978 ... Security at the show involved approximately 10 SASP 
people, 6 or 7 Safety & Security officers and 35 ushers 
authorized by the BOC. The security was excellent except for 
the confusion after the doors opened--the first five rows that 
were supposed to be saved for Hall & Oates entourage were 
filled by fans. 
The Hall & Oates gig at Ben Light was only their fourth 
date on their current "Private Eyes" tour. This tour will take 
them all over North America including Philadelphia, Mon-
treal, and Saturday Night Live and will conclude in the mid-
dle of April...Insiders with the Hall & Oates entourage 
claimed that the reception of the fans at iC was phenomenal 
compared to that at the Syracuse War Memorial the night 
before. As a 
result, the Hall & Oates performance at l.C was "much more 
spirited." -· . 
Hall & Oates blitzed into l.thaca late on Saturday mght on 
their chartered bus from Syracuse... John Oates, the 
diminuitive rhythm guitar player, bopped into Woolw?rth's 
on Sunday afternoon and attracted a large following of 
youngsters. The kids attempted to get autographs ... Hall & 
Oates' backing band arrived in the Ben Light Gym at 4:15 
Sunday afternoon for the sou~<l.c~eck. Hal~~ O~t_es t~em-
selves arrived at 4: 30 ... BOC Chanperson Ellen Y oungstem 
brought the band up from the Ramada Inn, while H6'U came 
up with their tour manager. . 
An extensive "rider" clause in the contract guaranteed the 
stage crew and road crew of Hall & Oates with several hot 
. meals, constant coffee and an u~disclosed am~unt of booze. 
The crew ordered one vegetanan meal provided by Cab-
bagetown Restaurant ... Security's scariest moment at the con-
cert came when sax player Charlie DeChant h~PP:.d offstage 
and into a spirited audience. l.t was also the highhgh_t of the 
show... . 
The concert lasted precisely one hour, thirty-seven minutes 
and contained two encores ... After the show, Hall & Oates 
declined interviews and instead ran off to their bus. A bunch 
of swooning IC women were there to greet them, and Daryl 
Hall dismissed them with an unimpressed shrug ... 
· The post-concert party was held at Room ll7 at the 
Ramada Inn. Hall & Oates only popped in occasionally to 
watch themselves on 'Solid Gold' (it bored ·'1em) an~ nearly 
twenty-five Ithaca College students compet for their atten-
tion and a limited amount of Perrier and l:.ww:. Only three of 
them were men .... 
At 10:30 am on Monday, the Hall & Oates entourage took 
off for their next show in York, PA. 
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By Pedal Bunnell 
MASH, . (Multi Activity 
Spring Happening) will be of-
fered April 13-17 ~o the Itha~ 
College community, and will 
give students the opportunity to 
actively participate in programs 
concerning emotional, physical· 
and spiritual well being. 
Lyon Roney, director of the 
Counseling Center, is the chair 
of the MASH Steering Commit-
tee. Roney stated, "the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Stevens Point 
held a similar event and it was 
very successful." 
The week will kick off with 
the film "MASH" on Tuesday 
April 13, and events will be held 
throughout the week during the 
day and evening hours. 
Programs planned include the 
"Elmira Mental Health Players" 
from the Elmira Psychic Center. 
The players will present a psycho 
drama on relevant issues concer-
ning students. These issues in-
clude roommate conflicts, 
parental separation and stress 
problems. 
There will be a pace setter in 
the dining halls on April 13, and 
the theme will be nutrition and 
diet. Exhibits and information 
will be on display in the Union 
on alcohol, CPR, breast 
examinations, and life stress in-
ventory. 
Physical activities include a 
.. 
r 
run for fun, new games, and a 
carnival sponsored by SAB with 
various clubs on campus 
representing different booths. A 
barbeque picnic will finalize the 
carnival's events! 
The Chaplains are preparing 
for an art show exhibition of 
religious art. 
Roney said, "This kind of 
campus wide program has 
several benefits. First of all, it 
allows faculty, staff and students 
to work together on a project 
that will benefit the whole cam-
pus community. Secondly, at a 
time when there is a lot stress in 
our lives it will enable us to 
develop skills we can actively 
practice to move our lives in 
more healthy directions." 
The MASH steering commit-
tee members are: Linda Gasser, 
director of Career Planning; 
Sharon Policello, director of · 
campus activities; Liz Griffin, 
recreation; Michael Pagliarulo, 
allied health ; Don Runyon, 
director of business services; 
Frank Lamas, assistant to the 
V.P. of student affairs; Barb 
Weed, health center; Ann 
Chipouras and Wendy 
Lebowitz, SAB. Publicity 
members include: Roger 
Eslinger; director of Union; Eva 
Stambaugh, · resident director; 
and students Jim Orr, Paul 
Cremo, Bonnie Bitterly, Heidi 
Kopen and Carol Fetter. 
JJunstt Asll{ lFor lF1RIEIE Cokes 
Wntlln younr Pizzas 
I 
., 
*lFOR nc CAMPUS 1DE:Lll'VE1RY ONlL ¥ 
2]J_ lELMIRA ROAD 
272-7600 
-~~~--· ,.,,- .· •.. , .. ~--·- ............ ,.,,,- .. t•: .. 
Gruphu· Colla}!.e h ,. Tom Pou 
..:: 
; 
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that's what CVS 
-is all about. __ _ 
17 years ago we accepted a challenge. Today CVS has 
grown to over $500 million In annual sales with over 400 phar· 
macy/health and beauty aid stores In 14 states. 
Now It's time for you to share In our challenge, too. We"ve 
got unlimited opportunltles·tor women and men with retail, 
supermarket or chain drugstore experience to enjoy reward· 
Ing and lucrative retail management careers. Excellent com-
petitive salaries and benefits package Including health and 
dental plan, tuition assistance, manager's bonus and more. 
CVS Representative 
will be on campus 
Thursday, February 25th 
Contact your College Placement 
Office for appointment 
Or send resume to: 
CVS 
400 Founders Drive 
Woonsocket, Rhode Island 02895 
Attention: Employment Manager 
CVS/pharmacy 
A Division of Melville Corp. 
E~ual Opportunity Employer M/F 
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This 0 ]1§ 11:he Voice of Amrthorrity ooo 
Don't Fooled: Oscar Welles Gabriel's a Serious ]ounalist 
lh Sue l'"laxman 
When you first hear · the 
distinctive voice of Oscar 
W t'lles Gabriel on WV BR -M-t--t--t-t-+-t-H--++-H--+-l--W-1--l--W-L 
He has been working at WV-
BR for over a year, and is in-
volved mostly in the news 
department at the station, 
although he has done some 
commercials and production 
work as well. 
New,, it might cause you to 
<,!Op what you're doing and 
wrn toward:-. the radio. It 
might even make you laugh. 
But behind I.he hmm voice i, a 
competent and e,per icnL·cd 
iomnali\t. 
o~car Welle, Gahriel i,n't 
ri.:ally :-.cnsitive about h1, voice. 
but the response it gch from 
people punk~ him at time,. 
He think:-. that a\ he hcrnme, 
more familiar to the WVBR 
l1'1ening audience. the~· will 
begin to 1001' (or li'1l'll) 
beyond his voice and hear 
what he is '.'taying. Osca1 ha, 
been recogni;cd lw \OmL' of 
the ruhli..:: becau,e of h1, 
UlllhtWI \OiCl', and (Jill' J)L'I ,011 
l'\ L'll I dcrrcd to it a, "nL·at". 
Ori!!inall, from New Y 01 h 
('11,. ()\car g1adua1cd from 
Fo1dham Uni\cr,it, in 1979. 
Just Arrived: 
G.H./M.A.S.H. all-
cotton, green scrub 
shirts, smocks, 
dresses and pants. 
In Colk:q:::town at 
IOJ D,)(len l(.ood lthoca NT )]J-6200 
5kf0..~ 
Wine Country 
Restaurant 
Phone 607-272-6484 
WEEKDAYS Dinner is served 
from 5 - 10 PM. 
WEEKENDS until 11 PM. Party 
arrangement on r~quest. 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON Dinner 
begins at 2 PM. 
(Senior Citizens 10% Discouni) 
DIRECTIONS: 
Located on Route 13. 3 miles 
south of downtown Ithaca. 
Only 30 minutes from Elmira 
or 1 hour from Syracuse. 
--
He then 
A,,ociatcd 
11c·\1·,writu 
OSCAR WELLES GABRIEL: When he tolki., we all listen. 
worked at the 
Pres, as a 
helorc coming to 
Ithaca. He i., an cduea11onal been a teacher's as:-.istant for 
communication, graduate cla,sc\ in the Communications 
,tudcnt here at IC. and ha, ~chool in the pa..,t two years. 
Oscar plan'.'t to continue his 
work at the ~tation until he 
graduate'.'t next year, and is 
then planning to go back to 
New York and perhaps to hi~ 
job at Associated Pres~. 
This Friday, o~car will be 
going to Washington. D.L'. 
for a presidential pre,~ 
briefing at the White House. 
The briefing is specially for 
smaller radio stations and 
newspapers around the coun-
try, and will deal with 
Pre~ident Reagan'-; new 
fedcrali,m program. 
DANSKIN;i(NOT JUST FOR DANCING 
l' 
INTRODUCING 
XDANSKIN® 
SWIMWEAR '82 
' 
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New for '82! A collection of fabulous Danskin-·'Swimwear styles that help your body speak 
its lines beautifully. Hurry in to choose from a variety of fashionable prints and solids in your 
choice of styling ... Camisol~s, Tanks, or Bandeau, including our new Underbust Support 
camisole for extra support and definition. ;x:.,_fuNSK.JN.., 
House of Shalimar - Pyramid Mall 257-Zl22 
On the Commom & Center Ithaca 
Z/3-7939 
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lliy Kevin Kern 
It was kind of confusing 
coming back from our last 
break when to my suprise the 
most worn out question 
wasn't, "How was your 
vacat1on?>Y. It's not that I'm 
upset that no one asked _ 
for it was plain to see that I 
didn't go any· tanner south 
than Newark, New Jersey. 
Our second semester would 
find itself starting off with a 
different converstion opener. 
If I hear one more persofi 
say, "Did you hear how cold i. 
got last night?" I'm going to > 
take that poor soul by his or 
her scarf and pull both ends. 
I've decided to direct this 
anger toward a more produc-
tive project. .. rather than 
strangling perfectly innocent 
people by their winter gar-
ment. Anyhow, after about 
twenty or so cold killings I 
would probably be hearing a 
knock on my door from 
security telling me that I have 
streched their patience past the 
point of good nature. 
So here is my plan, I found 
it klnd_ of interesting to hear 
that Ithaca was one of a few 
private colleges to stay in the 
black last year. For you 
business majors '11is phrase is 
common knowledge, but for 
you other people, being in the 
black means that some how 
this school manages to stay 
one step ahead of its receip-
ts ... We make money. Oh, ex-
cuse me I was just tapped on 
the shoulder by a white haired 
gentleman in a suit who in-
formed me that it mea.ps we 
get by. Anyway, I was 
thinking that in a time when 
everyone is trying to be like 
everyone else, why can't 
Ithaca College be in the red I 
amongst the other institutes of 
higher learning. In the red 
does not mean we are com-
munist but rather our receipts. 
have caught up to us. 
I've got the perfect way to 
lose money _and at the same . 
time fight the cold which if 
you remember was the basis of 
this article. Fancy this ... how 
about an Ithaca College Cam-
pus in Fort Lauderdale for theie 
second semester. Before you 
choke think of_ the 
possibilities ... We would go 
home for vacation and then go 
south for the semester. Many 
of us would already be down 
there. Just think of the look 
on Grandma's face when you 
;February 18, 1982 
Florid&n Sound? 0 nn 
tell her that you 
won't have to . leave 
when s!te begs you 
not to. Let's hope that 
Grandma doesn't choke. 
There are of course 
a million and on_e ~~ 
reasons in having this second ~~ 
semester in the sun. I'll let you 
think of them as you empty 
the sand from your shoes this 
spring break. I think it is only 
fair to point out some of the 
negative aspects that might 
arise. First, right off the bat, 
our tuition will be toppiling 
that of our counter parts on 1 · 
the other hill in the °Land of 
Oz. But remember, we will 
have the tans. There will also 
be those who will take advan• 
tge of Grandma and rent out 
the living rooms of their 
relatives for profit. Of course 
spring fever will be foreve~ 
constant, but think of it 
you 'Ii- finally learn how t~ 
spin that damn frisbee like 
everyone else. There is almost 
the assured assumption that 
your Dominos pizza deliveries 
will be delayed even longer 
But think of the advantages, 
night classes would be packed; 
if held on the beach. New 
courses would of course have 
to be introduced, such ad Soc. 
of Sun Bathing, Why is -the 
Ocean Blue? and People 
Politics, and Palm Trees. I 
know my GP A would benefit 
ftom such mind boggling 
courses. Graduation could be 
held at pool side. I'm sure a 
tear would come to any paren-
parents eye as their child gets 
their diploma and turns left to 
plummet into the pool for the 
traditional final dip. 
So as you pass the lotion to 
a friend this spring break think 
about what I have stated. It's 
not impossible if the support is 
strong enouth. I will leave you 
with these final words of en-
couragement, "It is better to 
have procrastinated in the sun 
than never to have 
procrastinated at all." 
Well, /H~ 0'··W··  ,4, ~ ~ About Spain? 
By Mark Paluga 
Would living in a climate 
where it remains warm and 
sunny well past Thanksgiving 
be appealing to you? Are you 
horrified at how little you can 
do with $10.00? Has the 
thought of studying in Europe 
ever crossed your mind? Do 
you have a basic knowledge of 
the Spanish language? · 
If you have responded to the 
above questions in a somewhat 
affirmative manner, then 
perhaps Ithaca College has 
something very worthwhile to 
offer you. In addition to the 
London Program there is also 
a studv orogram in the 
Southern Spanish Province of 
~ndaluc1a. f'or the same as·an 
J.C. tuition, one may study for 
a semester or full academic 
year in Seville. This vibrant 
and bustling city of over one 
million inhabitants can easily 
be termed one of Spain's 
"most Spanish cities". Some 
of you may regard life in a city· 
that size rather shocking. 
Here in America, cities of 
similar size tend to become 
rushed and the people come 
off as cold and apathetic. The 
people of Seville however 
posse'ss a southern - hospitality 
type. of friendliness uniquely 
11/uj/rallve Cartoon by 811/ Meme/ 
only one hour and 1000 
pesetas away. ($10.00 for bus-
blended with big city 
sophistication. 
Seville is an ideal city for 
any meteorologist for the 
pleasant reason that there is lit-
tle else to report apart from 
s:.m and warmth. Towards the 
end on November, you might 
find yourself donning a ·light 
sweater ... at night. If you en-
*MONDAY NIGHTS* 
:AJLIL YOU CAN DRINK $5.00 
*lF1RIDAY NIGHTS* 
KHJLIL A KEG - 8 TO 10 - $1.0 
Make your graduation \;.~~11\::::;~~~p,r.~ 
reservations at 
Kelley's Dockside Kafe 
as soon as possible. 
~ (IDo 
105 N. ,Aurora St. 
272.9504 
joy spending warm day!. at the 
beach, the Mediterranean is 
fare, meals, ctnnks etc. for one 
day) A most unreliable source 
must have coined ·the phrase 
"In Spain the Rain fall. 
mainly in the plain." Seville i~ 
in a plain and ! can assure you 
that you will be at no disad-
vantage whatsoever if you 
forget to bring your umbrella. 
Concerning money, that 
$10.00 I previously mentioned 
will go a long way for basic 
items such as food, drink. cabs 
and buses. When you go out 
at night $4-5.00 will usually 
suffice. You will rarely be 
charged more than 50~ for a 
beer. Of course Seville has 
many things to do and buy and 
if you wish to he extravagant, 
that is your option! . 
The institute at which you 
will study offer~ extcm,ivc 
cour~e~ in Spanish, including 
Politb and Literature. 
Various Business course!. arc 
abo offered. This b ideal fo1 
Businc~~ minors as well a, 
majors who could plan for a 
semester of two or three elec-
tives. Cla~scs meet Monda~. 
through Friday with all Wcd-
nc~day~ free so a~ to provide a 
mini weekend to hit the giant 
Spanish class out in the street. 
The studying, social life anu 
real life experiences that you , 
will encounter will dcfinitcl~ 
prove to be something that 
you will long remember, s, 
much so, that you may con-
sitlcr staying or at least retur-
ning at another point in time. 
Having participated in the 
pilot program in Seville la,t 
foll, it is in my interest to SCL' 
this succeed in the future. 
Hopefully many can share in 
the same wonderful experience 
that I myself was pan or. II 
you arc in any way interested. 
watch for further announ-
cements concerning a meeting 
prior to spring break. The of-
fice of foreign studic~ is al~o 
more than happy to answe1 
any question~ that you mm 
have. 
1Fto Lauderdale 
7 nights, 8 dayEl 
$129 
ON THE STRIP 
Tennis Courts, D~ly Parties, Pool, 
Patio, Bar, Restaurants, 
. . 
and MUCH MORE! 
800 368-2006 
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Hall and ates 
D'raw Sell-Out- Crowd 
By Debbie Green 
If Hall and Oates is con-
sidered the ultimate of "bub-
ble gum nrusic" (as ·I have 
heard rumored on campus) 
then there was a Bazooka con-
vention last Sunday night, 
February 14, that rocked the 
shorts off the Ben Light Gym. 
The IC Bureau of Concerts: 
pulled _it off this time with a 
sell-out show and a gym filled 
to capacity--if not over 
capacity. · 
The line at the main entran-
ce of the gym began forming 
at 4:30 that afternoon for the 
general admission show. 
Three hours later the doors 
were opened; and there was an 
"every man for himself" scene 
You" and went into "How 
Does It Feel To Be Back"; the 
crowd was fired up im-
mediately. With a hint of 
Re ggae they played "Ditty-
Doo-Ah" getting the audience 
into a clap-along which con-
tinued on through "Mano A 
Mano". Daryl Hall then took 
to the keyboards for "Rich 
Girl" and "She's Gone". 
which were definite crowd 
· pleasers. The band was "real 
hot" from here on in with 
"Kiss On My List" and an ex-
tended version of "I Can't Go 
~~or That", which incidently 
received a standing ovatfon. 
They epitomized the term 
"Motown" with a tune called 
"Goin' To A Go-Go". 
with hoards of people stam- Daryl Hall, the obvious 
pcding to the stage. Those ham and dominating factor of 
who were fortunate enough to the duo, introduced the mem-
grab seats up front had to bers of the band who are: 
prove their worth, however, Tom Walcott on base; Charlie 
by sitting through an hour's Dechant on saxophone; Micky 
much too loud warm-up by Curry on drums; and G.E. 
Aldo Nova and his band. Smith on lead guitar. He gave 
Aldo Nova is a new, sup- each band member a few 
posedly up and coming young minutes for a solo, which 
artist from Montreal. He has dragged· on a little too long 
recently released a self- almost becoming boring. The 
produced debut album en- sax player, "Mr. Casual" as. 
titled, none other than, "Aldo Hall calls him, was a big hit as 
Nova." In an interview with he not only steppedjnto the~ 
Aldo, he said he categorized audience but took a spotlight 
himself as playing "semi Pink stroll through the gym wearing 
Floydish/pop-rock music". his Ray-Bans and wailing on 
However, after witnessing his horn. This exhibition was 
Aldo in concert cranking out followed by "Sara Smile", 
heavy metaf tunes at some which could have been the 
terribly rude decibals with a · highlight of the show if Daryl 
guitar between his legs half the . Hall hadn't hogged the stage 
time, I'd put him in the and over done it by rolling 
category' of ·"semi Van around on the floor and hit-
Halenish serious Arcade ting drawn out high pitched · 
music" --with a touch · of screams. 
tackyness._. The :audience· in "Wait For Me" and 
general didn't ·appear - too "Private Eyes'' got-everyone 
thrilled by Aldo Nova. on their feet; and t.hen they 
When ·everyone's ears had -c1osed the show with "You've 
regained con~ciousness, the • Lost That Lovin Feeling". To 
real performers took the stage. say the least, they received a 
Hall and Oatl!s re·ceiveo a very standing ovation; which I 
warm welcome from- their must say was well deserved. 
Ithaca fans; who ranged from They came back pn stage to 
. !oi,'AF(,' P!IOTO BY ~FA>FF l!ONOVAN 
age nine on up. There wa:s a face a crowd going absolutely 
noticeable abundance Qf high biserk, and play,ed "You 
John Oates and Daryl Ball Tak~ _the Stage At Ben Light 
school and junior students at . Make My Dreams Come 
the show. (I think .we know True". For a second encore ~ Top _40 hit tu11e~. They are 
where those girlish swooning· they did ":United States'.'. definite1y big tlme m·u_§~cians, 
screams were coming from;. and .their sfage presence 
Hall and bates played The crowd's reaction to showed .them as being 
Predominantly recent hits, but Hall and Oates proved the some_what cocky and very im 
mixed in· a .few- old favorites show an obvious success. personal; which_for me put a 
from their ten year career They know exactly what ·songs · damper on an over-all good 
together, as well. _ .. ·----~. to play for a g~~d response. show. 
They opened tfteir hour and Yot! can't go wrong w_hen 
45 minute show with ":t W~t your repetoire consists of all · 
' ~ ' , ' ; ' . ~, . ~ . 
·. 
I think.the BOC deserves 
a hand for their good 
judg ment on getting Hall and 
Oates, and for the orderliness 
in· which the security people 
handled the -large crowd. 
Security was so strict in fact, 
that the crowd resembled one 
that might be found at a con-
· cert in a Communist country 
(that is if they have concerts). 
Each person was restricted to 
, his/her seat the entire time 
and those- without seats wer; 
kept standing in the back of 
the gym. It seemed that the 
· B.O.C, had things perfectly 
under control, however there 
' . 
_were some apparent internal 
. hassles that wer~ noted by the ~ · 
press. 
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J~hn Oates Gets Down And The Cro-wd Gets Up -
Daryl Hall Caught Flashing Those Private Eyes 
. -
Hall & Oates's "'Mr. Casual" Gives Goo_d Sax 
Aldo Nova.For Openers 
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CARNIVAL 
PHOTOS BY GEOFF DONOVAN 
Winning Marathon Couple Gets Psyched F~r Aruba 
And Games at the Dance Marathon 
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Hatfields Battle McCoys In A Traditional Family Feud 
It's Up For Grabs At The Volleyball Game 
Marath«iners Kick Up Their Heels 
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Kreskin ystifies His Audienc 
By Karen Kasius 
My only knowledge of "The 
Amazing Kreskin" came from 
a rumor I heard in the Union 
regarding his ability to bend 
spoons with his mental 
energies. I reacted to this 
claim the same way any in-
telligent individual would; 
with skepticism. Never the 
less it seemed unfair to judge 
this man by mere rumor; so 
motivated by curiousity I 
went. . 
Ford Hall was "filled with 
students, professors, and 
other interested individuals 
last Thursday night, February 
11. Feelings of anticipation, 
excitement and a bit of skep-
ticism radiated from the 
crowd. At the peak of the 
audience's impatience "The 
Amazing Kreskin'' parted the 
yellow curtain and stood 
before us. His thin frame and 
modest brown leisure suit were 
far from what I had expected. 
I had a pre-conceived image of 
a suspicious looking 
mustached man, shadowed by 
a voluptuous assistant. My 
expectation of this 
"Amazing" man being 
arrogant and condescending 
through his magical mysteries 
quickly dissolved after his first 
few lines. "Take all the pic-
tures you want" He said, 
"they won't come out!" he 
added with a unique infectious 
laugh. His humorous style, 
ability to laugh at himself and 
warmth were well received by 
the crowd. 
The show gradually went 
from traditional, magical kin-
ds of feats to more mysterious 
and impressive ones. He 
directed the audience to write 
down meaningful thoughts, 
people, events or dates. These 
"thou~hts" were then collec-
ted by audience members and 
sealed in envelopes. With ob-
vious concentration Kreskin 
succeeded in "locking into " 
several individuals minds. 
Exciting Career 
Opportunities in 
MontessorB 
.J!.!,qb,!!!I 
Teacher Training Program in Philadelphia, 
PA & Ithaca, N. Y. Call or Write: 
AERCO Montessori Tear.her Training 
1400 E:. Willow Grove Av,• .• Ph1la., PA 19118 
Phone: (215) 233-0141 
CRABTREE STUDIO Z 
FINE HAIRCUTTING AND 
CHEMICAL SERVICES 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
FOR APPOINTMENT AND 
CONSULTATION C:ALL 
273-2023 
310 EAST ST A TE STREET 
ABOVE THE STRAND THEATER 
There were a variety of reac-
tions as Kreskin selected par-
ticular people and revealed to 
the audience meaningful 
names, dates, initials and 
places. At one point Kreskin 
asked one girl who he was 
speaking with "who's Rose?" 
From her combination 
scream, laugh and sigh of 
"amazement" it was obvious 
she was somebody important. 
The girl gathered her com-
posure and responded, "she's 
my best friend!" 
Kreskin labeled another 
event as "the most difficult 
thing to do." He selected a 
few students frqm the audien-
ce, withdrew his paycheck for 
the show from his pocket, and 
handed it to one of them.· He 
directed them to hide it 
anywhere in the auditorium. 
The anticipation of this event 
was heightened by his offer to 
give up his paycheck (undoub-
tably a notable sum!) if he 
could not find it. Any chance 
of his seeing anything was 
removed when two students 
escorted him to a room of-
fstage. 
After a short deliberation 
the check was hidden. Kreskin 
came back and announced 
that he had lost during this 
particular feat nine times and 
that if he failed that night he 
would never do it again. His 
humor wa.s still intact ,as he 
laughingly said, "after all it's 
not much fun giving up your 
salary!" 
The crowd was silent as this 
man surrounded by an aura of 
mental energy slowly found 
his way to the chair where the 
check had been hidden. By 
this point in the show Kreskin 
had developed such an easy 
and warm rapport with the 
audience that there seemed to 
be a silent but strong desire for 
him to find it. 
As Kreskin lifted up a Navy 
blue coat he hesitated and 
seemed momentarily con-
fused. However when he 
withdrew a copy of the 
prestigous and popular 
Newspaper, "The Ithacan" he 
found within it's pages his 
check. The audience, as well 
as Kreskin resumed their 
breathing. 
He entertained, amused and 
most of all "amazed" many of 
us. It was not surprising to 
learn that this man had been 
called by C.B.S.'s Mike 
Wallace "a scientist and a 
showman." It was no wonder 
that he had been nominated as 
"The most Amazing perfor-
mer in the world." It is under-
standable that his half hour 
television show has been 
renewed nationally for 
another year. Kreskin spoke 
in a warm, humane, far from 
condescending manner about 
life and questioning its 
mysteries. While his mental 
feats were definately· 
"amazing" his personable 
manner, humor and insights 
were equally so - even if he 
didn't bend any spoons. K 
STAFFPHOTO·~~'iim·FD0:'<10\1\ 
reskin Re.ioyces . 
When He Sniffs Out His Paycheck 
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66Tap§99~ 
A Vis!@IID. @f the Funtilluite 
By Alison B. Wahl 
"Taps," written by Gladden 
Schrock, was an original play 
presented a1 Ithaca College 
la~t week. Paul J. Ellis, Eileen 
Valentino. W. Edward 
Keegan, Stephanie Lett, and 
Scott Rentschler brough1 the 
show to life for the first time 
on stage. Schrock, born in 
Rye, New York, came to 1he 
production to watch his hard 
work come together. "Taps" 
was initially to be performed 
in Madison, Wisconsin. Due to 
lack of funds, however, the 
play never got off the ground. 
Now, with the help of the 
ithaca College theatre depa, -
1 ment, the show was revived. 
"Taps•· takes place in the 
future. "What have we come 
10? How have we come to?" 
in Sehroek's fu1ure, today's 
e\'er present fear of nuclear 
di,;a~ter becomes a reality. 
"For e\'erything in life there i~ 
By David Isaacs 
It is with great regret that 
this is the last review of Ban-
dit. Bandit. a country and 
blue grass band, hac.l its origin 
three years ago in the stair-
wclh of Tallcott and Holme~ 
Hall~. Performing for a 
capacity filled Crossroad~. 
Bandit opened up with three 
acoustic number~. Two of 
these, "In the Morning" and 
"Serves Me Right". were writ-
ten by lead guitarist Stew 
Nacht in London. The re!,t or 
the band's repertoire comi~tcd 
of rock tunes by Dylan. Neil 
Young, the Who. New Rider\, 
Dirt Banc.I and the Grateful 
Dead. 
Banc.lit'~ ~ounc.l and ap-
pearance were somewhere 
betv.:een that of amateur and 
a possible positive choice and 
a possible negative choice. 
Nuclear power is potentially 
one of the finest sources of 
energy we have, if we only , 
used it right," says Schrock. 
Through our greed for power. 
the world a, we know it was 
des1royed .. 
Three characters from the 
future, looking very much like 
people of today, insist on 
keeping in touch with the past. 
Sir Ralph and Lady Margaret, 
who Wl're in power during the 
nuclear disaster, are kept alive 
and made to relive their past in 
order for the future world to 
understand the importance of 
God, love and nature. 
"Taps" wa., a Second 
Season production, pan of the 
e;,.perimental th eat re seac,on at 
i1 haca College. The pla~ 
c,u~tained a modern approach, 
appropriate for a current issue 
c,uch as nuclear disarmament. 
T1, ~nme, however. thw; ap-
a~,et~ consisted of solid har-
moni1ing, instrumental ver-
,atilit\', -and the tremenc.lom 
talent. of Frank (the fie.le.lier) 
Martinez. The overall vocals 
were carefully planned and 
evenlv di~tributed among the 
bane.I. member,. The strongest 
vocab however belonged · to 
the band's only female mem-
ber, Le~lie Levemon. Her 
voice wa!-> extremely clear and 
crisp in "Love is a Rose". On-
fortunatel~;, because of poor 
mixing Leslie's voice was often 
too dominating. _ 
Bandit's versatality became 
apparent midway tl'lrough the 
fir~t !,Cl a~ Ecf (Heart ot) 
Goldberg ~ang, played piano. 
organ. and ban_io. Ron (!>CC 
me. feel me) Hollman wa, an 
imprec,sive lead voc~li<;t, 
rhvthm guitarist. and bass1sti\s 
wiih ma~y country hand~. the 
proach seemed overwhelming 
and hard 10 follow. A few 
even left the theatre af1er the 
first act. which was a bit too 
long for such heavy material. 
if you came to laugh at a 
comedy, you went to ~ce the 
wrong play. if you came to 
'ilimulate your mind and have 
a few chuckles among serious 
moments, then Taps would 
have interested you. 
Susannah Berryman did an 
excellent job of directing <;uch 
a difficult production. Paul J. 
Elli., and Eileen Valentino led 
the show with their fine acting. 
As a Second Season produc-
tion, "Taps" succeeded in ex- ., 
panding the repertoire of the 
i1ha;::a College Thea1re. 
hope to ~oe the college con-
tinue with these types of 
pn1duc1ions. not only to 
de\l'lop the ac1nrs skills, but 
al~o 10 make audience~ a\\'are 
of the many poc,c,ible type,; of 
thea1re production~. 
fie.Idler stole the show. 
Frank's quick bow and 
energetic singing, together 
with an intense drum ,olo by 
Jay Schniederman made 
"Bayou Jubillee" the 
evening's be,t heel kicking 
nt?mber. 
The show climaxed with a 
superb rendition of "Garden 
of Eden" and jammed into 
"Fire on the Mountain" that 
would've made even Jerry 
smile. The bigge!,t problems 
that Bandit had to contend 
with were the mixing of the 
SAB \Ound crew who didn't 
look all that happy about 
being there in the first place. 
All in all, the concert wa~ a 
mmt cniovable last walt7 for 
both band membm and 
groupie, who have been 
a1 ounc.l ,ince Bandit'\ conccp-
1;on. 
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Nick Lowe - NICK THE 
KNIFE ***½ 
The first thing you should 
notice about Nick Lowe's 
newest solo album, is the cover 
itself: It's a rather unusual 
photo of the old boy basically 
because it's normal. (Just 
check out the potpouri of 
lunacy on his first Columbia 
album, Pure Pop .For Now 
People). Nick has got a won-
derful sense of humor. At the 
top of Nick The Knife it reads: 
"Nick Lowe . . . Popular 
Vocalist." Well, it is going to 
be easy enough for me to con-
fess to you why I simply 
idolize this new record; and on 
the other hand, it will be dif-
ficult to explain why I mildly 
dislike it. 
I hate to repeat myself, but I 
feel that it simply must be said 
again -- the breakup of Rock-
pile is truly a sad, sad story. 
(You may recall my saying tha 
t in reviewing Dave Edmund's 
Twangin', ITHACAN 
9/03/81). However, it has 
been almost a year since the 
split. And since that time, not 
a hell-of-a-lot has happened. 
Many rumors have been 
floating about -- my favorite 
being the one where Nick 
Lowe gathered some friends to 
play in a small pub in England 
Ia~t fall. They called thcm-
sclve!, The Pebbles (an obvious 
cheap-shot at the split of 
Rockpile). The line-up was 
Nick, Ian Gomm ('Hold On'), 
Bob Andrews (formerly of 
The Rumour), and Billy 
Rankin (formerly of Brinsley 
Shwarz). Nothing much ap-
parently came out of that 
event, but it was probably 
good for Nick to keep his feet 
wet. He'll be the first• to admit 
that "playing live is where it's 
at.,, 
In spite of all the hub-bub, 
Nick Lowe is still the "Je!,US 
of Cool." Supreme 
songwriter. marvelou5 bassist 
and guitarist, wonderful 
vocalist, dynamite producer, 
manager and hubby to Carlene 
Carter -- the guy has simply go 
t it. And at age 40, he's just 
~tarting to become recognized. 
I don't mean to say that he's a 
no-name. on the contrary; he 
has quite a large following (the 
record sales of this I_!_ew one (in 
Ithaca) will confirm that). But 
why tne·attraction? What's so 
great about Nick !-,owe? 
Oh, dare you ask. On his 
latest album, Nick has com-
bined the effects of the mid-
sixties, the late-seventies new 
wave birth, the late-fifties 
rhythm & blues, and he's done 
it all with a little spice of hi5 
own. Having the personnel he 
uses doesn't hurt either: Billy 
Bremner and Terry William!' 
(formerly Rockpile), Martin 
Belmont (The Rumour), Paul 
Carrack (formerly Squeeze), 
Carlene Carter, Steve Nieve 
(The Attractions). But 
throughout the album it's 
Nick center-stage. 
"Raining Raining" is a 
beautiful, soft rocker that is 
without a doubt right out of 
Nick's Brinsley Shwarz 
period. (Brinsley was of cour-
se Nick's first major band). 
This one could be the best of 
the bunch. "Let Me Kiss Ya" 
is a wonderful, jerky send-up 
that will have you repeating, 
"Let me a kiss ya, oh how I 
wish that you would pucker 
for this sucker." And of cour-
se, for a good example of 
mismatching rhymes just 
check out "One's too many 
(and a hundred ain't 
enough)." In fact, the whole 
second side is totally amazing, 
whereas, side one is more of a 
mishmash of hit or miss. 
Granted, "Heart" is the 
greatest, but I think you 'II 
agree with me when I say that 
the version on Rockpile's 
Seconds of Pleasure blows this 
one away; (simply used as 
filler here). "Couldn't Love 
You. . . " is an interesting 
Everly Bros. type ballad. 
However, it gets an unusually 
muddy treatment from Nick 
and his gang. But then again, 
Nick sounding his worst is still 
a wonderful racket to me 
because I know the guy is 
"having a ball." 
This album should not be a 
substitute for the standard's 
Pure Pop and Labour of Lust, 
but instead, Nick the Knife 
~hould be a welcome addition. 
This is a timely album for Nick 
and it is a just one more exam-
ple of his incredible pop sen-
sibility. 
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Reaulting ! 
Students who are interested in par-
ticipating in the on-campus recruiting 
program MUST review the "Orien-
tation to Recruiting" program. 
Students are required to submit com-
pleted resumes when signing up for 
recruiting interviews. Don't wait, first 
come first serve and available space, 
arc filling quickly. Among our newly 
scheduled recruiters arc: · 
Pannell, Kerr and Foster. Accoun-
ting, Friday, February 19 
Con Diesel Equipment, 
Management, Accounting and Pur-
cha~ing, Tuesday, Feb. 23 
Home Life Insurance Co., Agent,. 
Tue,day, Fch 23 
Sterling Winthrop Research ln-
1titute, Re,earch Chemist, Thur,day. 
March 18 
Disneyworld. Recreation Major In-
ternship~ Only, Monday. March 19 
The Career Planning Office i• in-
terested in gathering inforn:: .. ion 
about the job plans of grau" ,ting 
seniors. If you are a ~enior with job. 
please contact the Career P .jnning 
Office Staff. 
Upcoming workshop~ include: 
One to One: Successful Inter-
viewing Skills, Thursday, Feb. 18. 
6:30-7:30 p.m., GI 11 
Career Exploration Workshop. 
Friday, February 19, 1-2 p.m., GI 11 
Getting Chosen: Job Search 
Strategies That Work, Tuesday. 
February 23, 8:30-9:30 a.m., G 111 
If you want to develop career coun-
seling skills, work closely with studen-
ts, and get involved in campus ac-
tivities, you might consider applying 
for the I 982-83 peer career counselor 
program. Applications will be 
available on Friday, February 19. All 
students interested are encouraged to 
apply. 
~ 
Study Abroad 
:::,waents interested in studying at the 
Ithaca College London Center during 
the Fall '82 semester must complete 
their applications and schedule an in-
terview by March .17th. For further 
information please contact the Office 
of International Programs, Muller 
218, x3306. 
Music Concerts 
Junior flute recital by Judith 
Steno. I pm. Ford Hall Nabenhauer 
Room. 
Joint recital by Petrea Baruzzi and 
Susan Carey. 9 pm. Ford Hall 
Auditorium. 
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 22 
MUSIC: The :thaca College Wind 
Ensemble honor~ Pulitzer Prize-
winning composer Karel Hu,a, a 
visiting lecturer in lthaca'a School of 
Music and a Kappa Alpha professor at 
Cornell Univeristy. The ensemble will 
perform a number of works by Husa 
including his most famou~ com-
position, "Mu1ic for Prague, 1968." 
8: 15 pm. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23 
MUSIC: Faculty piano recital by 
Su,an Sobolewski. 8:15 pm. Ford 
Hall Auditorium. 
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 24 
MUSIC: Popular tunes of the early 
1900, will be featured on "cornet Solo 
Night." The program will feature 10 
solos. a duct and trio, all performed 
by Ithaca College music students. The 
works that will be performed were 
made famous by players like Herbert 
Clarke, Jules Levy, Edward Llewllyn 
and James Burke and were used a, 
solo pieces in bands like the Gillmore 
Band, Marine Band and John Phillip 
Sousa Band. 8:15 12m. Ford Hall 
Business 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS IS ACCEPTING AP-
PLICATIONS FOR TRANSFER 
FOR SPRING, 1982. 
Frosh may not apply until their 
second semester at Ithaca College. 
While each case is considered on an 
individual basis, applicants who have: 
J. a cumulative average of 2.5 or 
above, and 
2. have completed math courses 
'13-105, 108), economics courses· (06-
121,122) a writing course (77- ). 
natural or applied science course(s) 
will receive highest priority con-
sideration. 
Applications arc available in the 
School of Business office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. Deadline for 
completed transfer applications is 
February 26, 1982. No applications 
will be accepted after that date. 
Women Film Series 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
FILM: "Women Direct," a film 
series of new work by women con-
tinues with Jill Godimilow's Ncvclson 
in Process" and "The Popovich 
Brothers of South Chicago." 
Following the film there will be a 
discussion led by Godmilow, producer 
of'ihc Emmy Award- . winning Film 
"Antonia." 7 pm. Textor 102. 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 
EXHIBIT: "Bacchanal of the Suc-
culents," paintings, drawing, and 
prints by Sandy Winters. Handwerker 
Gallery (first floor, Gannett Center). 
Hours: Monday-Thursday from 7:45 
am to. midnight; Friday from 7:45 am 
to 5 pm. Closed weekends. 
NOTES: All events arc free and open 
to the public unless othcrwi~c noted. 
Foreign Languages 
The Department of Frn l'ign 
Languages will admini,tcr a placement 
test in French, German, and Spani,h 
Who must take the tc,t? 
--Student, who will b e ,eeking ad-
mission in elementary, intermediate 
and certain 300-lcvcl language, cour-
SC5 (grammar/composition and oral 
pract i, l'/ com ersat ion), 
if 
I. the\ han• TWO OR MORE 
YEARS in. that language in demt'nlary 
and/ or secondary school 
and 
2. they arc nor currently enrolled in 
a language cour,c; or they haw never 
been placed by the Department of 
Foreign Languages; or they have not 
taken a Language Achievement Test 
(CEEB) prior to admi~sion to lthaca 
College. 
PLEASE, REGlSTER NOW WiTH 
DEPARTMENTAL SECRETARY. 
(MULLER, 3rd FLOOR) 
.Spring yacalfon 
No-Nukes 
Student, and facult, who ,uc nm-
ccrnc<l about nudca1 war and di,ar-
mamcnt aml who would liJ..e to hdp 
organi/C an lthac·a College hrand1 of 
the• Nuclt'11r Weapon~ Frct•1c Cam-
p11ign. arc ur)!ed 10 attend a l11nd1eon 
mcc·tinl! on Fridav. Fchrual\ 19th at I 
p.m. ii~ the Bufkr Lounl,!c'. Come in 
peac·c. ka\l' your weapon,. h11n~ ,0111 
ilka,. 
Speakers 
No,di,t Tim O'Brien. winner of the 
National Book Award, will read t1om 
hi, wo1 k, on Thur,dav. Fc·h1 u,11, I 8. 
at 8:15 pm at the Muller Chapd of 
lthac.1 College. The rc·ading i, ,pon-
sorc•d hv Poet, and Writer, Inc. aml · 
the Ithaca College Applied W11tin)! 
P1o~ram. The reading i, lice ,md 
open to the• commu1111v. 
Student Government 
Interested in running for a Studeni 
GO\crnmcnt Executive Board or 
C:,cnior Class Officcr:Thcn come toan 
mtormational mceung on weancsaay, 
Fegruary 24, at 9:00 p.m. in F203. 
Nomination forms will be distributed. 
Elections arc going to be held on 
Wednesday, April 7th. 
At THE UPSTAIRS GALLERY: 
March 3-April 3 Patricia Hartman-
Lewis: . Paintings & Drawings 
Tuesday-Friday 11-4:30 Saturday 11-
1:30 
OUTREACH: First Bank, Cayuga 
Heights Mary Shelley/ Painted Wood 
Carvings March 3-April 3, during 
banking hours 
OUTREACH: Sheraton Inn Conven-
tion Center Art Gallery (Upstairs) 
Allen Mooney: Paper Works con: 
tinuing through April 3, until JO PM 
every day 
Februa~y 18, I 982 
Oum- Planning 
2/3-3/28 _ Ar_t of the Omcstect La11-
dscape: Photographs and other ex-
pository material illustrating the work 
of landscape architect Frederick Law 
Olmsted. founder of the "parks 
movement" in the U.S. Organized by 
the New York City Landmarks 
Preservation Commission and cir-
culated by the Gallery Association of 
New York State. 
2/16-3/28 Carved Images: Art from 
Africa: A survey of African art drawn 
from the museum·~ permanent collec-
tion and from the holdings of Corness 
University friends and alumni. 
EVENTS 
Campu, Club Lecture Series: open to 
the public, Thursdays in February. 10 
a.m. 
February 18--"Carved Images: Art 
from Africa," by Nancy Neahcr. 
Assi~tant Professor, History of Art. 
Cornell University 
February 25--"Eightcenth Century 
Venetian Drawings, "Esther Dot~on. 
Professor. History of Art. Cornell 
Univcr1ity. 
Education Events 
February 21--Public events in conjun-
ction with Carved Image,: gallery 
talks, a film, carving demonstration. 
music. Suncay, 1-4 p.m. 
Mu,eum hours: JO a.m.-5 p.m. 
Tuesday-Sunday free admission and 
parJ..ing 
-suacuse Th.tu~ 
Anne Jackson and Eli Wallach will co-
star in the world premier of Murray 
Schisgal's "Twice Around the Park" 
at Syracuse Stage, February I 9 
through March 14. The production 
will be directed by Arthur Storch, 
Syracuse Stage's producing director. 
This is the second time these four 
EXHIBITIONS associates have mounted a double bill. 
In February 1963, Storch directed 
Jacksoii' and Wallach in Schisgal's 
2/3-3/28- Golden Day, Silver Nighy. "The Typists" amf- "The Tiger"at 
Perceptions of Nature in American New York's Orphcum Theatre. 
Spring break begins at 6 pm on 
Friday, February 26. Classes resume 
at 8 am on Monday, March l 5. 
Art, 1850-1910: Landscape paintings For ticket prices and availability, 
from the collections of the sii.; __ major call the Syracuse Stage box office at 
upstate art museums, the third in a 423-3-275. 
series of collaborative exhibitions. 
Funded in part by grants from the 
National Endowment for the Arts and 
the New York State Council on the 
Arts. 
I 
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Who Say§ You Can Never Go Back? 
By Kirn Gormley 
Returning to school after a 
few years can be difficult for 
some people. The ad-
ministration at I.C. however, 
has found a way to ease the 
burden for its employees by 
allowing staff to earn up to 8 
credits a semester - for free. 
And, as the new Return to 
College Program indicates, 
many staff members do take 
advantage of this intellectual 
fringe benefit. 
Barbara Derr of the H&S 
department, Sue Capista of 
college Relations, Vicki Cox· 
of Career P1anning Linda 
Longwell of Student Affairs 
and Jeannie Reed of Personnel 
are just a few of the people 
who both work and study at 
our college. 
Barbara Derr is a familiar 
face around campus. You 
might have seen her working 
in che H&S complex in Muller, 
typing away on her typewriter, 
or walking around the campus 
with a load of books weighing 
down her backpack. A full-
time student now, Derr will 
graduate in May with a degree 
in sociology. But that degree 
hasn't come easily or quickly. 
Working, going to school 
and managing a family is no 
easy task. "It's like two full 
time jobs,"Barbara 
says.· But her children, all 
six of them, have been very 
helpful and supportive. Derr 
also thinks that ataff people 
have a couple of advantages 
when going back to school and 
J.C. First, she says, the staff 
member is familiar with an 
academic setting because 
she/he works with in it. She 
may also know the professors. 
Those two facts can make it . 
easier for someone to make 
the plunge back into the 
classroom after an absence of 
five, ten or in Barbara's case 
twenty ye~rs. 
Eventually, Derr would like 
to council adults who are 
thinking about returning to 
the academic setting, but are 
"afraid and really don't know 
where to go and what to 
doTve been there." 
Vicki Cox is another lady 
who has also "been there". 
Anyone who has been into 
Career Planning may 
here for about a year until she 
left in '72 with a feeling she 
would return to South Hill. 
Since she works full-time and 
takj!s classes part-time (around 
two a semester) Vicki's 
diploma is far down the road. 
She expects to get it 
so'mewhere around 1990. And 
what will she do with the piece 
of paper then?.. She has no 
definite goals, other than to 
enjoy and learn from her 
studies. 
Sue Capist is not as visible 
as. Barbara and. Vicki sin-
ce she stays hidden behind a 
cubicle on the third floor of 
Job. In the office Sue is in 
charge of computer records 
for college relations and 
Development;in the class 
room however, she studies 
business. Right now she's 
taking Business Management 
courses- Production 
Management . and Personell 
Administration. When asked 
what she has in mind for the 
future Sue dryly replies "I still 
don't know what I wan't to do 
when I grow up.'' The thirty-
one year old mother of a four 
year old girl finds her days 
quite busy with a full-time job, 
not so part time part time 
studies, 
a child that won't let 
her get any homework done 
until her (the child's).bed time, 
and two hours of commuting 
time daily. 
Photo By Kim Gormley 
Barbara Derr, employee of Ithaca College and returned 
student after twenty years 
senior for another year or 
two." She's been taking cour-
ses at I.C. off and on since she 
started working here eight 
years ago. This semester, she 
is taking two courses instead 
of one "so that I could get a 
degree sometime before I 
retire." 
tioned students like that 
diploma within the next few 
years and working and 
studying at LC. seems to be a 
· great way to go about it. 
Barbara started working for 
the college seven years· ago, 
and was persuaded to try her 
first course in 1976. That was 
Personal Essay. After that she 
"fell in love with education" 
and nothing could hold her 
back 
recognize Vicki. She is a 
career information specialist, 
and loves her job. She also en-
joys her courses, which lean 
towards economics. Like 
Barbara, she values a college 
education much more after 
being out in the "real world" 
for a while. "I enjoy being a 
student her far more not. I 
think I can appreciate it alot 
more." This is her second 
time at I.C. she was a student 
Capista "thinks" shes a So too, would Barbara, 
Many other motivated people 
are studying under the 
program. Unfortunately, 
there is not room enough to 
mention them all. 
senior and "will probably be a Vick_i a_~d many other unmen-
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THE STATION #~ 
,,,,#' THE G "-A colorful atmosphere 
from out of the past 
for your dining en1cyment 
~11mun1rn1111am:n::mnmrmnnnuim111mnnma 
-
u:,uuuim I tm 
FURNiSHED 1-4 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
---
For Fall Semester on South. 
Hill 
272-3389 (or) 272-4)307 
(9am • 7pm on)y) 
~, S'OO'IOi, lLl lTIIACA .;,.~ 
~, ~1/ 
~STEAKS 
Stationmaster .. · 
Joe c,~scht"s 
unique restaurant 
FOR RESERHTIU.\'S PLEASE P/10.'liE 
~12°2eos 
o PR~~1E RIBS 
• LOBSTER 
& MANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS 
ENTREES 
THE WAffiNC ROOM/ 
THE BAGG'AGE .ROOM/ 
THE TICKET OFFICE 
LOCATED IN THE FORMER RAILROAD PASSENGER COCKTAIL LOl'SGE 
STATION ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARD AT THE BAl',Ql'ET FACILITlf.S 
FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST TO 100 
nnna zmnnrmmm ann 
rnaunmmunnnrnn1 
AS-•AT1C 
GAR.DE"' (l?t:STAURANfi~: 
CI, i ne-;e A m,·rfra" food-
·18. W. S1n1e Strt>t'I 272- 7,350 
r---------1 
_I TATOOING ! 
UNUSUAL 
GIFTS 
.. : I ~ Fine Line Craftsmanship ! 
Thousands of Designs D 
I Traditional & Contemporary' 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
I ~ 
I i 
272-5101 I Ithaca Skin Illustrations I L __ .::.1"!:.41.':..1 _ __ J 
COSTUME CORNERS 
i *RENT ALS*SALES*TUXEDOES* 
*MAKE-UP*MASKS*DISGlllSES*·THEME 
: PARTIES*MASQUERADE PARTIES* 
QllANTITY D1C0l 1NTS 277-0276 . 
. HRS:M-f,' I0:30-Spm 604 IE. Buffalo '. 
Hlli•s~ (Comer of Stewart) ' 
fTheLIVER~ 
TAVBR'N 
· 11,·Nl I>rit1kN Ann•:hprf' 
l~r,•at ."'i1,:,,k.,c & ."'tl'C1footl 
U t1rm.f'riPndl.Y A.1mm1phPn• 
Sit1t!-a-l.or1f! f'ri,l,n·&.~tlfllrtfo)· 9:.~(J 
.~ 2(127 .\t.-4TERVll.l .. E RIJ. 
.,.. 
· · ' · - - Open. 
ROUTE 79 EAST . Tues.-Sat. 
PHONE 539-7724. 5-1' 
-::; . 
- ' 
16 THE ITHACAN 
Personals l!re published by The 
ITHACAN free of charge. They 
should be submitled on 11 FULL-
SIZED sheet or typing paper, 
typewritten. Personals will not be ac-
cepted past 5 o'clock Monday after-
noon before publlcnllon. · 
To Agent Soi and M.lii. 
Thc~e last days are definitely going 
to fly by. Thing~ won't be the ,amc 
without your dc-LIGHT-ful pre~cncc. 
Ju~I rcmcmb1•r - there arc plenty more 
day~ for wild lime~. Let's make the 
bc,1 of them. 
Love. 
The one~ they'll marry 
Ai~-
Wc'rc glad to have you bad and sec 
that you had an cnLIGHTcning ex-
perience. Tho~c two wee!,.~ wc1cn'1 
the same without our favorite role 
model! Welcome home. wench! 
Love. 
The T-3 Wenches 
Dear Lori. 
Thank, for letting me come over tor 
~ome scriou~ babbling. J u,1 n:mcm-
bcr that the door i, alway, open in T-
3. So cheer ulij"dalinl.. ! Than I.., again. 
Love. 
The Original Wench 
==~~~~~~ 
Dear Goldie & Roommate. 
Well. Mom & Dad arc coming un 
thi~ weekend. I'm ~urc Mom will lo,e 
to ,cc how creati,c you arc. She": 
definitely want to ,cc you mastcrp11:c-e 
Congrats to your room1c - the new 
Phv,io maior. By the way. I'm going 
to he horn~ lhi, weekend ,o I can go 
out Sat. nitc. Did Freddie Y. gel 
Cnl_lagcu'? 
Dear Mom. 
Hope you and dad ha\'C a ,upcr 
Valentine, dav. We love you lot, c,cn 
though you threaten that we arc adop-
ted! We also promisl' nol to gel 
poked! 
Love. 
T)le Kid, 
Happ\' Valcn1ine'5 Day 10 mv London 
buudic,! ! ! 
ILY. 
Sm1e 
Pennv-bahy. 
When arc we !,!Oing 10 ,µo 10 Fast 
Hill Dl•pot tor lunch a[!ain'! 
Your pinh pillpal 
Happv B-ua, And1ca! 
The ,taiis iu,t aren't tlw ,an1L' 
w11hou1 ~ou. 
Love. 
The lorn: ,tmr Sprinter 
M-
Who lhcd? Boo!, hu~me" 1, 
booming ant.I I'm not cornplainin~!. 
Love, 
L 
To Tony (The half-Italian Rughv 
Plaver). 
l;VL" alway, had a great ,cmc ot 
liming. You're a ,wee! heart. 
Love you alway,. 
me 
(The half-Italian carnation rcc1picnl). 
To Mile~ Pappi,h 
Wanted Dead or Alive. 
Your Friendly Neighbor 
BFB±, 
Are you sure you weren't at POETS 
this Saturday nite? 
You weren't e\·en "under pressure" 
and look what happened. 
BFBI 
To the PT in the gray Capri, 
i heard about tho~e limber fingers 
from a trucker down in Jersey, when i~ 
it my turn? Yah-YOU, THE ONE 
WHO'S DEFINITELY NOT Italian. 
Cheers 10 the Alabama Slammers and 
"those liule green things." 
The one on the Hump. 
K&R, 
- Much thanks for the red ones. 
Love, 
M&L 
To the mys1ery v.oman, 
Life is full of surprise5 and so was the 
card from you. Tham<~. Stop by 
some time i'II show you my Cal\'in'~. 
The Beach 27-2-8 
Ok who stoic the keg? 
27-2-8 · 
Ok who blew off the fire cxtinquishcr? 
27-2-8 
Murph, . 
At lea~, you came out of i1 stain-I~,! 
G. W. & Roger 
Rusty, 
Do. Re, Mi. Fa, Se, La-La, Co5mic 
Wimp-out, Acc. 
LomaJunic,r 
Hey Tinstcr-
We had 5ome great times. i'm glad 
i got 10 know you because you're a 
5pecial guy .... Even if you broke 111~ 
favorite earmuffs. Can we still he 
friends? 
H,,und. 
·Pi~s,· - C'ome home ~oon! i mb~ \OU. 
Say· Hi I<' th, Queen for 111e.:.and 
Shelly too! 
Lmc, Linus. 
Laurie, Barh, Tammy, and Tam,on -
Get psyched for wild times in Florida. 
it', !,!oin~ to be one big wild D Phi 
time. 
I me, Kath. 
He\' Numbo. 
1·t~ a weekend of. reckoning for 
biorhvthm'>! Great luck to.you in P-
Town on Saturday. but hey, ... let's be 
real. .. i1, not really lucf--merely pure 
,!,.ill. Aaanyways--go wild and get 
p,ych ·d for Saturday night .... II, 
fate ... t1iorhy1hms cant be demed. 
icki-
' Ha!Ha! We fookd ya. But tell u, did 
yon ever find a Valeniine? 
Gues< •·ho? 
TH:NK BEf"ORE YOU DRINK. 
I\IAKE HAPPY HOUR HAPPY 
AGAlN; STAY SOBER 
12½ ·• big guy,'! 
What a Friday: 
Slammcr5, Pitchers, 
T.C., the noor ... 
tapes. E,tcr ... 
it will be done a!c!ain. 
For ~ure. 
--Hey ~Jeeping spcw1y much? 
,./ 
. February 18; 1982 
E.F. 
You put up a good fight, but [ havem 
stopped dancin' yet ... · 
-J. 
G.T.J.- _ 
Last weekend was terrific. had a 
great ··1ime with the guys of the 
"Southern Mansion" and the "Nor-
thern Estate" and of i:our~c Kurt. 
Happy" 10." 
-Lo\'e ya, 
T. 
This Friday, February 19 
East Forry Post-Valentine's Bash! 
Refreshments, DJ All campus 
wckomc-$1 E.T. Residents-free 9:30-
1 :00 ToweVi Dining Hall 
To my favoritl" (former) 1st grader, 
i am glad we have bl-en able to talk a 
little, even if i1 's only been over the 
phone. Maybe someday ~oon we can 
talk in per~on. jn ca~c you are won-
dering, i sent the' card. 
Lo\·e always, 
A friend 
Dear Barkley, Starbuck-You have such a wa~ \\ith 
Mellow Out! number5-"7ero sandwiches and 
::!::~~===~~=~==~~~ checks"' The only numbers your'c 
Ok FiNE we won"t have any more RI 
Frozen Raisins 
Prunc~-Grape nuts 
Prank phone calls--
dl· P0lice, ~quce,c 
~urc about i5 counting beer~ at 
Dimcy'~ when you drink with him. 
Love-
Trip & RL'omie parties. We're goin 10 Florida!!!We're gonna 
27-2-8 ha\e GOOD TiMES. do the SAN- No Ball~-Brown out: RZS-~~~~~~=~~~~~~~ BORN.andnomorei HATESO.K.? Spi1 on dog5 much? Sometime, it', hard to keep up with To all bird lover, in 26-2-8: 
Knock, knock. Who's there? Kres 
Krin. Kres Krin who? Kris~ Krin 
Gull. 
Chirp, Chirp, 
A friend of a Dove lo\'e1. 
QU.(P Lilt\ 4S£P#}! •$ I f 
To the guy upstair~. 
i mi5~ my best friend- i"m ready. 
Brown Betty 
P.S. Thanks for remembering. 
To· my once a year travelling com-
panion-
10 days '1ill Roch, 13 day5 'till C.M., 
17 days 'till 
To my once a year travelling com-
panion-
IO days 'till Roch, 13 days 'till L.i., 17 
days 'till C.M .. a5 the countdown con-
tinues. 
Love, your roomie 
P.S. Do you ever intend to throw 
those nower~ out? 
Andrea, 
Hope you enjoyed your birthweck-
Bet vour stomach will nc,cr be 1he 
sam~. So don't i. couldn't Y('U die? 
-Oncd,,wn 
Coach, 
i'm not mto ropes- and i am i1111, 
pole~. Light on the mogul,, plea~c. 
-Not ready for Prime Time Skier. 
4-8, 
Please write or .:all. 
Mi,s you-3-4 
'Rob111, 
Thanx for being my Valentine, than" 
for being my sweetheart. thanx for 
being my girlfriend & bcstfricnd. can't 
wait till Florida! 
i Love you forever, 
Rob 
To my high energy friend-
i know vou did it all night, But i 
didn't re.ali1.e you'd bc 50 good on 
bleacher~. lt was fun! 
Love, 
A diet soda in a diet gym 
Dear Triangle Face, 
Now that you have a single-when are 
we invited over. For breakfa5t? 
P&M 
P. Hubbs, 
Lo\ e you; r2 Watch it. they burn ou1-- vuu and occa5ionally our timl"S Onl~ if they speak French i,11?cther are few Bur we both now that 
Lt•vc, ou-, union is rare i1 ·s bccausc·wc try ,l, 
George, Pat, Da\e, John, Mike, 
SATURDAY AT PRINCETON ... 
Row for it!--Suisse 
Fw&.lean (etc.) hard-and (.><,pecially care l can·t 
!::' :;:g:;:i-1=,..,a~==~~:ii+!Ei!Ei!:l!·"!:!lY!!-etil ~=::~eze~ d,·,ide whar i enjoy mo5t rhe laughter. 
To my Link- Ru5ty Star, . 
th·: touching, rhe talking. thl" roasi(?) 
What i do know i5 rhat i Lon· You my 
dear and i think we should g,, ror ar 
lca\1 0111· 11111re year! Cindy & Ellen, 
Two gold medal5 and four l\'Orld 
records-unprecedented talent. M.-
Hope your'e both "living it up" in 
London. All is great at i.C. i miss ya 
tons, (especially Cindi, your'c "oh 
my ... ing God!") it ju~1 isn't the same 
without you. Enjoy. 
Conncll ... a pup ... fireplacc ... and a 
blanket ... new record, will be ,e1. 
Word5 can'r expre\s the wa~ i fl-cl 
about you. i love you. 
Your Nau!!hty Mu5ician 
-Noopy', Mnm 
Dear Mc, 
Thank, for the Valentine. 
real buddy! 
Lo\'e. 
The Student Activities Boardl 
({))f Jithacm College 
ns ill1l seairclin of responsible peopfle to 
clltafir. 1flhle committees of §.A.JB •. foir 
11982-83 
The committees include:· 
Extra University 
Speakers 
Publicity 
Recreation 
Recruitment 
Crossroads 
Community Activities 
Fine Arts 
Films 
and Chairperson of S . .A.B. 
You're a 
d\; *!fyif g: ) :ee 
-= Stairs and Guardrails Forever! 
you? Yea huh! 
is that 
JP>ick up and return applicatioHlls to 
tllie Office of Campus Activities 
fin the Unio11ll from.Feb. 17th-26tlno 
Dear T Watt, Girl of my dreams, 
When you see me with other girls just 
remember the 3 rea5ons that your'e 
special to me. 
Love Caveman 
: = SemorPIS 
Thanks for the great weekend and 
showing us how it's done "Bronx 
~tyle." Good-Luck_ on your exams 
and affiliations. We'll see you out 
there in the real world. 
Junior PT Class. 
l 
Loma&Pam 
Julie, 
Has 1he Mod Squad gone 
Surely NOOCD." Sha-bow! 
Captain Greer & Linc 
Harris, 
punk? 
The show is starting to meltGus1 a 
reminder.) 
take advantage of this opportunity 
to practice your ideas, get involved, 
and gain valuable-experience~ . 
', 
Check it out! 5:.i 
"8 
I 
·I 
,j 
.' 
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GREEN CHUNK, 
Jeff, To my Champagne Buddies- a- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - iJ 
Thanks for the best Valentine Thanks for making Sunday night ,o 
BADE'D BADATE BADPSE wild! It was a riot!-(As it should be!) 0:Br c,}k n1 dl\ffl.O IEoriw to IlTIHIACAN D 
Weekend ever. Hurry up and get rid The 4th one e= \L,,u, \L,§ iw J 
of your cold sol can collect my kisses. ~~~=====~~=====~~~ ll i 
Loveyou, Lynn- ~ Because of mid-term responsibilities, the ITHACAN is I H.A., N.A.; P.M., J.B., K.D., 
GREEN CHUNK, M. Congratulations to you & your fian.:e! n going on Spring Break a week early. We will not resume n 
~======~==~~=====~ Youbothdescrve&havethebest! ~u publication until March 25. · U BABE'd BADATE 
BADlTS BADIN 
BADOSE 
BADOUR 
BADALL 
Di, Sooz n 
I had a great V-Day weekend, it will be ~~:;;:;;;;~~~===~=~=~ - - - - - - _,. - - - ...., - ..... ....,. - - - - - U 
~nc that l will remember for a long Jenny-baby-BADACES BADAY-Y.H.I. & 1.H.I. 
-ROBERT ZIPKIN 
frito(dorito)Breath, 
So, what's new & exci\ing?(other than 
you) 
Thanks for eight rhirry a.m. surprise. 
l didn't put a twistie in rhe soup; 
i thought thar i'd t>e romantic instead. 
The dinner was good, but the com-
pany was better! 
Love ya, 
Fire Ball 
time to come. What's up for spring break? Let's go 
P.S. SO in 30 will ge1 you 25 plu~ a sur- wild!I 
charge. Remember vets get stopped Your roadtrip partner 
first 
L-
lcff 
To "the kid"-
Tham< for a great weekend-next time 
N.F. that's us! Did l ever tell you l 
A- Love You? Maybe once or 
When are we going garbage ~liding twice ... Surc! 
again? Lei me know when you're up J. '· 
for another adventure- '&/iita*$J~.~"";*;:;;::i£=-' ' ' .:,, ?;; - " 
Your Curacao buddy Hey my main man what's up? i'd like 
~~~~~~~~==~~~~=:~~~~~~~~~~=~~to borrow your black pants but l'm 
To my favorite red-headed wi,h & sure your'e wearing them. TGA loves Dear Daryl & John, 
Your kiss is DEFlNATELY on our 
list! Welcome to ithaca! Herc', 
~omcthing to add to your ~tay! Please 
dedicate "Ki~s On My Lisi" 10 the 
Wenches! 
Love-Z Ushers 
-Sharon & Diana 
(Terrace 3B-207b 277-276?1) 
t C·t--';;,; :; .,._ ' l 
Joe, 
i am working with Steve Hanslcr on 
the Tenure and Promotion commillee 
for student government. i would ap-
preciate if you could find any infor-
1r.a1ion about who was TENURED 
OR PROMOTED within the last five 
years. 
i'II gel m touch 
Eric Goldman 
f.-face-
What doe~ one do wi1h ~uch a funny 
guy with dish pan hands? l have a few 
ideas-you want 10 hear about 1hem-
Ta~1y Ears 
AST&SWB, 
,h lei the sunshine in Take i1 with a 
grin Nine more days 10 go Sands & 
1rans-no ,now. 
DEV 
your window jumping sidekick, you & "The Pimp Mobi!e" 
BEWARE!!! Trip&Jo 
Love, 
. Your Snowball Buddy 
s: - ......... 
Cheri, 
Thanks for saving me a scai Sunday 
night. i thought the concert was 
great! 
Jill 
Tisa-Puerto Rico is only 8 more days 
away. Lei's get psyched. 
Luv ya Ricki 
Mike, 
i ~till love you-
Shorty 
6 
'• ' :. a - e, J 
fo My Wild Room,c. Her Wild Fr icnd 
and the Girl Who i, mv Idol 
Sorry I ml\scd the vii Id lin~c Fn. mtc 
at Cornell. Oh well. such i, the Irk ol 
a ,kdica1c•d a1hlc1c. Ncx1 11mc for 
"'lllL. 
Love.:. 
Child woman 
Bon, P.S. How come you didn't .:ome o,cr 
· Where there's a will there's a way-we for ,oup, Patti? ... 
did it again- s: 1 :te121-:1:1-·-· '· _,,,., -;:::e::= •,. 
Your roomie Goulds. Did anyone ever tell you that 
- you are a lady killer 
To Lcali, Shawn, Craig, Ricky, Sue, "Ed Baroofi" 
M.S. and Ben: 
!hanks so much. You guys did a great 
Job. Congra1ula1ions. 
iLY, Ellen. 
P.S.--Let's do it again! 
!; ,. 6±...f 5/ 5 ¢, S!!-5 ,&bS!fP : = 
Bob • Ha Ha Isn't it funny how Bob 
~~~=:=~~~~~~~~~~- jumped out of Fi~h's window and tore 
Peter & Doug, his ligaments 
Chip Chip and Cheero! i miss you "Ed Bar.oofi" 
guys! Hope all is.super at 1he Londcn 
Center. See i,ou in 1he summer. 
Tally ho, 
Pecka 
"To Keep Your Spirits 1Jp'' 
. H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CWSEST UQUOR STORE 
'TO l C. CAMPUS 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"Fealuring lhe t,·inesl Seleclion of N. Y. Stale Wines" 
Afternoon 
< ·, 
I;)ELIVERIES 272-2111 
l&-YOU·CAN 
.· .. EAT NIGHTS 
WilID JHIIlLJL§ lby Ilsaacs 
~-= : . .-.:c=---· 
"Spare ... what .\pare?" 
<C;J QQ, VhereS)s a better waw 
ft@ get there this Sprin~a 
~Ground Round Style~-
Mon:CHICKEN WINGS $4.99 
Tues.&Thurs:CHICKEN FR.Y 
(w/fries & coleslaw) $5.50 
Wed.&Fri: 
FISH FRY $3.00 
(w/fries & coleslaw) 
ON THE COMMONS 
272-9597 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room 
for carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Friday Ithaca Lv 12:30p 12:55p 3:10p 3:15p 3:10p 
Syracuse Ar 2:20p 4:35p 
New York Ar 5:30p 7:45p 
Hempstead Ar 7:10p 9:10p. 
Sunday Hempstead Lv 8:45a 11:05a 2:45p 
New York Lv 12:01p 3:00p 
Syracuse Lv 4:00p 
Ithaca Ar 3:10p 5:15p 8:25p 7:35p 5:53p 
For convenient dally service and complete Information call 272-7930. 
Schedules operate evOf)' weekend excep!'dunng holidays, oxam week and semester break. Prices and sehcdules 
subject to chllllgO. Somo servra- requrros roservallons 
IY/11 GO GRE'IIIOIIIIIJ !!fl_ And leave the divilg to us. 
· 01981 Greyhound Lmos, Inc. 
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Philosophical scholars 
thrive on it's obscurity while 
janitors cringe at it's poignan-
cy. Presidents pretend to un-
derstand it while the oppressed 
walk hand-in hand with it. 
Students avoid it. 
Of all the heralded foun-
dations for confusion, It 
reigns supreme - REALiTY. 
Throughout the history of 
personkind, people have been 
desperately trying to put 
meaning into "reality". Yet, 
meaning is what everyone 
hates about "reality". We sit 
around creating It, and then 
we try to escape It.'. Cerebral 
catch 22, that's what It is. The 
whole situation is rather an-
noying, which warrants in-
!
~~. 
MPIAN 
, EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 
TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
PREP AR1E FOR: 
SAT 
vestigation. 
Did you ever notice how 
much effort people put into 
avoiding "reality"? Alarm 
clocks with snooze buttons, 
soap operas, reading a 
magazine twice through on the 
toi-let, video games, scribbling, 
cigarette smoking and cat-
ching flies to remove their 
wings. 
In order to interpret these 
avoidances, it is apropos to 
construct semantic relation-
ships between "reality" and 
other oetuse words., . For 
example, "reality" might ac-
tually be boredom. Life is 
simply dull; an insipid prison 
filled with arduous tasks that 
numb the brain. But that 
• ' . • . •. . ' .. . . • , ..•••. - :,. <'.~ 
636 W. ST A TJE ST. 
ll1flHIACA, N. Y. 
277-3307 
CJLASSJES BJEGllN: 
March 6 
'r 
' GMA1I' Aprftn 7 & May 22 
L§A1f April 6 & May 22 
Classes With Sufficient Enrollment 
----------------------------------------
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION 
.273-9610 -
.Fresh fish on 
weekends 
.Gourmet ve~etables 
.DeWitt Mall 
.Ethnic ni~ht 
on Sunday 
.Daily specials 
fine international and original cuisine i''' ••=mi--- ..,,,.. -•e"""""'"' ,oe-s-al 
r1 IRHJDJE TO 1I'ilIJE j ~ NOR1f1HI FORTY ~ 
W 011HIER §ERVIICJE§ ~ ! AV AJIJLABLJE ; 
~ Call Tim for pril'l'S m1 
"' and availability rn 
i 1~~~ I I 1 ~~ a 
~· @j . '~---,,y,,. j 
l..,.....,___,.,._,,.. """"""'m'==='m'=='"'al 
doesn't explain avoidance. A 
more concurrent hypothesis 
would be that "reality" has a 
cause-effect relationship with 
creative-procrastination. In 
other words, ·,you purQ_osely 
forget about what must be 
done so many times that you 
start to develop clever ways of 
doing it. You avoid "reality" 
by creatively procrastinating, 
like, indigestion, sports dialec-
tic, picking gum from under 
desks, counting tiles, checking 
to see if your armpits smell 
when you are alone and 
walking to the Union for no 
apparent reason. These ac-
tions have no quantifiable 
value, they just exist as highly-
developed forms of "reality" 
avoidance. 
What's so bad about 
"reality", anyway? Nobody 
knows what the hell it is, yet 
everyone's so preoccupied by 
it. It can be anything from 
fretful, paranoiac thoughts of 
burdensome tasks, or it can 
be, simply, an irritating pain 
in the neck. But whatever the 
case, we obviously don't want 
it around. 
There are a few suggestions 
to eliminate this problem. 
I. Concept prisons - Maybe 
t1 
-~9f p 
-
... 
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we can put "rea1:ty" into 
solitary confinement, 
providing the judicial system 
doesn't plea bargain. 
2. Worldwide lobotomies -
This way, no one will have to 
worry about It anymore 
3. Reality plankton - If we can 
make It a lower form of the 
food chain, blue whales will 
cat all our troubles away. 
Unfortunately, these 
suggestions all have minor 
drawbacks. There is one, 
however, that would have a 
great impact on this dilemma. 
Let's change "reality" into a 
totally different word that has 
absolutely no specific 
meaning. We'll make 
"reality" an insignificant 
terni. Let's change "reality" 
into Za-boot. 
This hyphonated revelation 
will be the end of half-truths, 
white lies, excuses and 
creative-procrastination! 
How the hell could you tell a 
professor you couldn't finish a 
paper because you had ·trouble 
dealing with ZA-BOOT? It's 
terrific!: You can't avoid 
something that isn't there! 
Now that that's out of the 
way, let's work on somethinir 
else. Any suggestions? ~ 
, Larry S. Yuhasz 
It, .. & i;_ :i h -1 
aswal'IWS J'RAVEL CONSULTANTS LTD. PRESENT 
~BUDWEISERF0: 
B·E·R··M·U·D·A 
COLLEGE WEEKS 1982 
FROM$300 
FEATURES INCLUDE: 
.A Round-Trip Air 'll'~tion with Meals and Beverage Service 
enroute. t 8 Daysfl Nigbb A=oanmodation in Bermuda. 1 Round-
Trip Transfers between Bermuda Airport end your Acco'mmodations. 
i Complimentary ~r-Budu from Budweiser. Good for a Frcl' Sur-
prise. 1 Discount Boo!det offering Huge Savings in Pubs, Sho1>' and 
Tourist Attrectionll. lFree'ea&i;e Weeks 1982 Souvenir. 1Col-
lege Weeks .Activitim, ~ &meh Party, lJmbo Party, Booze 
Cnw:e, Disco Party. eml C..Si;iil. :«story i...mch. 
.A FM More lnformadam, Ccmoct CARL sruem 
277•1664 
0 0 
• • • 
0 
• 
0GARDEN ·A!'~r • • 
February I~ 1982 
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By .David Fischer 
Sport psychologists often 
debate as to whether team 
cohesion leads to success, or 
whether success breeds team 
cohesion. Whatever the an-
swer, one cannot argue the 
fact that the Bomber basket-
ball team has grown even 
closer together as a direct 
result of their new-found suc-
cess. 
Back to back two-point vic-
tories against Clarkson and St. 
Lawrence boosted Ithaca 
College into first place in the 
Independent College Athletic 
Conference and increased 
their record to 8-l in the 
league and 14-4 overall. It was 
a wild weekend of basketball 
and the Bombers gave the 
hometown supporters plenty 
to voice their approval about. 
"Never before have I felt that 
,:> ,, 
the sixth man (crowd) was so 
evident, but over the weekend 
the gym was very loud'', said a 
smiling coach Tom Baker. 
Retracing Ithaca's steps to 
the top of the ICAC ladder 
backs us up to Friday night's, 
win over Clarkson, 59-57. 
Playing a bit tentative in the 
first half, the Bombers forced 
themselves into a 3l-31 
stalemate by the intermission. 
The Bombers regrouped and 
came back on the court deter-
mined and immediately out-
scored the Golden Knights of 
Clarkson 10-2, to take a 41-33 
lead. They held on to their 
eight-point lead (48-40) until 
ten minutes remained when 
Clarkson's center John 
Golden shut down the IC 
scoring and netted a few of his 
own. to bring his team to 
within one, 48-47. 
- -·~, 
. ;:,i: 
Two straight layups by Tod 
Hart and Terry Vanderwall 
put the Bombers ahead 52-47, 
but only temporarily. Ithaca 
proceeded to wait four 
minutes before scoring 
another basket, but by then 
Clarkson had taken the advan-
tage 53-52. 
Both teams exchanged 
baskets and the lead until · 
Clarkson's Jamie King hit two 
free throws to go ahead 57-56. 
When the game gets tight, 
Ithaca forward Mike Guidi 
stays loose. Dependable in the 
clutch, Guidi hit a jumper with 
45 seconds left to give him a 
game-high fifteen points and 
his team a winning margin 58-
57. Center Mickey Herzing 
was fouled with seconds 
remaining and hit a free toss 
insuring Ithaca's 59-57 vic-
tory. 
STAFF PHOTO Bl' GEOFF DONOVAN 
Tod Hart weaves his way to the hoop between Blaine Harris (50) and Bob Cates. 
For a team to stay ahead of was fouled twice in the back-
the pack it must keep winning court and made tlie violations 
and never look back. To reach costly to the Saints, calmly hit-
the top, a team must get help ting all four free throws, 
from someone else and seize making the score 52-46. 
the moment. At the same time There is no love affair bet-
that Ithaca defeated Clarkson, ween St. Lawrence and Her-
the news came that conference zing, a Division I transfer. His 
leader St. Lawrence Jost to aggressive play has resulted in 
Alfred, giving the Saints their leadership qualities and again-
first league defeat. st SLU Herzing was tough. 
This set-up a showdown "Herzing was, without a 
between first place St. doubt, a domin<'.llt force in the_ 
Lawrence and Ithaca, now game;' said Baker of his cen-
only a half a game behind in ter's statistics which included 
second place. "This is 16 rebounds, l 3 points and 
probably the biggest game this 7xl l free throws. 
school has seen in six years" The Saints played the entire 
said Baker growing confident. second half with a never-say-
ln preparing for the SLU game die attitude. Down seven 
Baker said, "l think that the points with under a minute to 
feeling is in the back of our play, St. Lawrence stormed 
minds that we can win . . . back to within two, 53-51. 
When it gets down to the nitty- With just eleven seconds on 
gritty, this team seems to find the clock, Vanderwall flew in 
a way to win." for an uncontested layup and 
St. Lawrence could not even put the game away. With five 
find a way to the hoop. seconds left SLU had a chance 
Ithaca's tough 2-3 zone locked to tie but Berkman's short 
the path to the basket, holding jumper missed and Herzing 
SLU to two points in the first ripped down the rebound to 
12 minutes of the half. "We assure first place. 
played an incredibl~· intense "We beat the team we had 
zone", said a proud Baker. to beat to gei the lead and also 
"We did a real good job ad- the only other team that's got 
justing on our different zones a chance to win it. Beating 
for specific reasons." SLU was a great win for us, 
After trailing 16-4 at one but we understand ·that we 
point, SLU guards Jim Berk- have a tough road to go yet, 
man and Mark Coleman but it was a step in the right 
found the mark from the out- direction" said Baker. Ithaca 
side, but found it impossible has a tough road ahead, 
to get the ball inside. Their playing five of their next six 
long-range shooting did take games on the opponent's 
the heat off the Saints, home court. 
bringing them a 23-18 halftime 
deficit. 
At the start of the second 
half. Ithaca fired in seven 
unanswered points, five by 
Tod Hart, who had a game-
high 16 points. A Mickey 
Herzing layup provided the 
Bombers with their biggest 
lead, 36-22. 
St. Lawrence took a long-
overdue timeout in order to 
regroup, and they did just 
that. Going from corner to 
corner, Berkman hit on several 
jumpers and Coleman had the 
range from the top of the key. 
Along with center Blaine 
Harris, the Saints rallied back 
18-7 to cut !C's lead to 43-40 
with 5:50 to play. 
The Bombers bounced right 
back on a 15-footer by Hart 
and a layup by Guidi, who 
went around Herzing's pick, 
to add to their lead 47-40. The 
Saints never gave up however 
and sliced the Bomber lead to 
four, 48-44. 
BOMBER TIPOFFS: 
Herzing was named l.CAC 
Player of the Week. He scored 
41 points and grabbed 30 
rebounds as ithaca won three 
games by a combined total of 
5 points. Herzing leads the 
Bombers in rebounding with a 
7.5 average. 
ST. Lawrence (53) 
Coleman 6 r -0 12 
Cates 2' •-0 4 
Berkman 7 )-0 14 
Ford , )-0 8 
Harris 5-5 15 
Totab: 24 5-5 53 
I 
Ithaca (55) 
Hant 6 4-7 16 
Brown 3 1-2 7 
Herzing 3 7-1 l 13 
Frank 2 0-24 
Guidi 20-14 
Zielinski 2 0-0 4 
Vanderwall 3 1-1 7 
Totals: 2113-25 55 SLU went into their two-
minute defense and anxiously 
St. Lawrence 18 35 - 53 applied their fullcourt press. 
Too anxious. Center Herzing 1thaca 23 32 - 55 
I. ,. 
;, 
I,'. 
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It's official, Gerry Cooney 
will challenge Larry Holmes 
for the WBC crown on Friday, 
June 11th at Caesars Palace in 
Las Vegas. 
The fight, originally 
scheduled for March 15th, was 
postponed after it was 
revealed that Cooney had suf-
fered torn muscles in his left 
. shoulder at yesterdays press 
conference -at the N. Y. U. 
Medical Center. 
Jerry ~ink.off, Cooney 
s physician said that Cooney 
should resume training in 
about four weeks. Minkoff 
ordered Cooney to suspend 
training last Saturday. 
Cooney injured the shoulder 
while training for an 
exhibition bout against Joe 
Bugner. 
Minkoff was part of a team 
of doctors called in to examine 
Cooney amidst charges from 
Larry Holmes that Cooney 
was trying to duck out of the 
fight. Sources close to Don 
King, who is promoting the 
fight, told me that , Don King 
is satisfied with the diagnosis. 
He doesn't want a fighter in 
the ring who isn't healthy. 
King's concern is touching, 
especially when you consider 
that the fight will bring in $50 
million or more, according to 
Murry Goodman, who is han-
dling the public relations for. 
King Promotions. 
With all that money on the 
line, it is hard to take Larry 
Holmes ranting and raving 
that the fight will be called off 
seriously. According to 
Goodman, each fighter will 
receive over $10 million for the 
fight. Its not hard to figure 
out why King is willing to 
postpone the fight. Cooney's 
left hook is his money punch 
and without it, who would be 
willing to shell out money to 
see the fight? 
With seats at Caesars 
ranging from $600 for ringside 
to $50 for the bleachers, and 
with 300-400 locations 
carrying the fight on closed 
circut TV for $30-$40 a pop, 
there is no way that King 
would let an injured Cooney 
enter the ring. It just wouldnt 
be cost efficient. 
The official - word from 
Caesars Palace is along the 
lines: 
"Boxing fans deserve only 
the best, and it would be un-
fair to showcase any fighter 
who is not in top forng said 
Larry Aldenhoevel, · who is 
running the show for Caesars. 
They're in the same leaky boat 
as Don King. Right now con-
struction is almost completed 
on a disposable 32,000 seat 
outaoor arena, wti,cfi . is 
costing in the neighborhood of 
$750,000. The combination of 
a healthy Cooney and im-
proved June eather should 
help to fill the. structure in 
Caesars parking lot and the 
crap tables inside. Even with 
the hassle of informing ticket 
purchasers of the change, the 
people at Caesars Palace can't 
afford a one-armed Gerry 
Cooney. 
As it stands now, Cooney 
will resume his training 
schedule sometime around St. 
Patricks day, which might ser-
ve as a morale boost · to the 
Irishmen from Long Island. 
He isn't slated - for any 
exhibition bouts and will stick 
to exercise and roadwork. 
Holmes, however, is 
looking toward an exhibition 
fight against either J.immy 
Young or Larry Frazier, as a 
tune up, sometime at the end 
of March. or early April. 
While he may be angry with 
the postponemen~. Holmes is 
looking forward to his $ 10 
million paycheck; not a bad 
sum for a nights work. 
February ·1s, ~9Sl 
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~ t0yM· NAST· ~ LOSE il~ (UT \. . .• ~\ ·_. "'. I ::.· ':. · •• Slipper)' Rock 137.35. lthim1 135.70 Vaultin~: I. Monica Rcave~ SR. 9.0: 
2. Bai:b Allgaier IC. 8.85: 3. Carol 
Gray SR. 8.8: 4. Julie Morrow SR. 
8.65 By Doug Clauson 
After winning their first 
three dual meets, the Ithaca 
College Women's Gymnastics 
Team suffered its first two 
losses of the season despite 
record breaking team perfor-
mances. The Bombers looked 
good in meets with Cornell 
and Slippery Rock, but fell 
short of victory each meet. 
Against Cornell, Ithaca 
broke their team record with 
133.0 total points. However, 
Cornell totaled 137 .05 for the 
meet to take the victory. 
Chris Ficken led Ithaca's 
individual performance with a 
first place finish on bars and a 
second on the beam. Barb 
Allgaier took third in vaulting, 
while Marcia Castratano had a 
~econd place finish in the floor 
exercises. 
Af°tne _Slippery· Rock meet, 
.-, 
' , .. 
. ':' .. ·:' . ·-: '. ~. ~ 
' .. 
. 
:•,,, 
T •• , 
'', 
,' . ~ 
Teri Stalker 
- - ~--------. -
Ithaca again surpassed its 
team record total with a score 
of 135.70. Slippery Rock, the 
defending Division II Eastern 
Regional champion totaled 
137 .35 to win the meet. 
Allison Cooper scored an 
8.55 on the balance beam to 
break Chris Pickens old mark 
of 8.50. Sue Bonne and Barb 
Allgaier also turned in good 
performance for IC. Bourne 
placed first on the bars·with a 
score of 9.0, while Allgaier 
placed first in floor exercises 
and third all-around. 
"We performed well, again-
st some pretty tough opponen-
ts," added Coach Harrie, 
Carnes. 
The Bombers go on the road 
this weekend to Boston and 
Springfield, Mass. In Boston 
on Friday, they will face Nor-
theastern and then travel to 
Springfield to face Springfield 
Uneven baN: I. Sue Bourne IC. 9.0: 
2. (tic) Chri~ Ficken IC and Carol 
Gray SR. 8.85: 4. (tic) Barb Allgaier 
IC and Kathy Water SR. 8.7. 
Balance beam: I. Julie Morrow SR. 
9.05: 2. (tic) Allison Cooper IC and 
Cary Cilimburg SR. 8.55: 4. Chri~ 
Ficken IC. 8.50. 
1-'loor exercise: I. Barb Allgaier IC. 
8.70: 2. Maria Castrataro IC. 3. (tic) 
Carol Gray SR and Julie Morrow SR. 
8.65 
DEFEATS 
CORTLA D 83~76 
By DoujfClausuu 
l'he Ithaca College 
Women's Basketball team 
jumped out to a 17 point half-
time lead and cruised in the 
second half to a 83-76 victory 
last Thursday over Cortland 
State. 
The girl~ played really well 
in the first half and were able 
to build up_ a big lead," added 
Coach Natalie Smith. 
The Bombers utilized a 
balanced • scoring attack in 
building up their big lead. Joy 
Bertram led IC with 16 points 
while Sherri Didio, Kathy 
Price, and Allison Bishop ad-
ded 11, 11, and 10 respectively 
as Ithaca improved to 10-6 on 
the year. • Tracy Olson also 
played well, scoring nine poin-
ts and pulling down seven 
rebounds after coming off the 
bench. 
Two games remain on the -
Bombers schedule with a very 
important date at Brockport 
State tonight. "Brockport is 
a very improved team and 
have been getting some fine 
play from several Freshmen 
players,'' added Smith. 
A victory over Brockport 
will almost ensure the Bom-
bers a bid into the New York 
State Division II Tournament -
bid. "The possibilities of get-
tif!J! a bid a~e yerv 11:ood. but 
we must play well against 
B k TotaITT3-17-83 
roe port and Colgate," ad- CORTLAND STATE (76) 
ded Smith. Bunkley 12-8-32. De~tcfano 2-0-4, 
JTHACA COLLEGE (83) Gorton 1-2-4. Compton 5-1-11. 
Bertram. 8-0-16. Didio 5-1-11. Lazl>ski Cisanelli 7-2-16. Sherman 1-3-5. 
0-0-0, Dalaker 3-1-7, Biship 7-0-14. Totals 30-16-76. 
Olson 3-3-9. Johnston 0-2-2. Price 5- Ithaca College 42 41-83 
1-11. Mancinkowski 0-6-6. Galcucia 0- Cortland 25 -7f. 
Jo.GOULD'S 
tr WIN A GIFT CERTIFICATE C\ ~ -Q FORAN J.C. T-SHIRT I ~ 
01cK1E u"\>~ 
THIS WEEKS UESTION: 
Who did Larry Ho~mes defeat 
to capture the WBC 
heavyweight title? 
~ 
t-:H·r) W"""· J.Got:1.o·s (al 1he fool of the hill on Aurora 
. Slretll "ill ~ponsur lhe Qlll('~U-: QUIZ. Readers 11r" inwilrd to 
an,"er 1hr que,liun and ,ubmil ii In The Ithacan ("/0 Ba.wment 
of I ar.::lon Hall ... or bring ii in per.no by 5:00 p.m. We'dnesday. 
.\dra"inl! of tht rnrrttl ,uhmi\\ior. will delermin" ih" Wttks 
\\"inn<"r. !',u romt" on and gi," ii 111n ~ 
Print : AllenliQn Sports Writers. 
/ 
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Men'.s Varsity Basketball (15-4, 8-1 ICAC): 
Wit_h a st~nning 55-53 win over St. Lawerence on Saturday, the Bombers took over first 
place m the 1?dependent College ~thletic Conference.' The game drew the biggest crowd of 
the season as_.aCJumped out to a big lead and held on for the victory. Center Mickey Herzing 
sc?red 13 pomts and took down 16 rebounds along with hitting five free throws in the final 
mmute and a half. 
Men's Junior Va~ity Basketball (10-2): 
The JV Bombers ran their. record to 10-2· after splitting two contest last week defeating 
~neonta S~ate 93-6~, and losmg to Cornelt 75-65. Leading the Bombers in scoring is Todd 
S1_bel who 1s averaging 18.6 points per game. Gene Sackett leads the teamd in rebounding 
w1~h an average of 10.1 per contest. IC travels to RIT on Wednesday night and Alfred on 
Fnday. 
Men's Varsity Wrestling (6-7, 2-2 ICAC) 
Bill bray qualified for the nationals with a second place finish at 177 while the rest of his 
Bomber teammates combined for a fourth place finish in the ICAC championships. Bill 
Conddn was ch<;>sen as an alternate at 190, while Steve Schlink and Greg Smith also took 
second !'lace fi~1shes. The Bombers split a tri-meet on Tuesday, beating Union College 41-9 
and falhng to Binghamton 35-8. 
Women's Indoor Track 
hhaca finished in third place at the Cortland Invitational on Saturday. Cortland State was 
victorious with 158.S points, Syracuse took second with 148 points and the lady Bombers 
totalled 68.5. Colleen Murphy placed first and Mimi Koster third in the 1500 meter race, 
both having state qualifying times. 
Women's Varsity Bowling (1-1):· 
The women's Bowling Team rolled over Oswego, Weils and Cornell to win the Oswego in-
vitational. Cathy Haight knocked down 688 pins in four games, high game being 193. 
Freshman Ruth Karch bowled 679 in the four games and had a high game of 226. 
Women's Varsity Basketball (10-6): 
The women's basketball team ended its home schedule enjoying two wins, giving them a 6-
1 home record. lthaca won a satisfying 58-46 game versus St. John Fisher, -ind went on to 
defeat Cortland 83-76. Sherri Didio had a game-high 23 points with 12 rebounds against 
Fisher and co-captain Joy Bertram scored 16 points with 12 rebounds against Cortland. 
Men's Swimming (7-5, 2-4 ICAC): 
The men's swim team had two victories over Utica College, 65-30, and RPI, 49-46, but 
lost ast Rochester, 67-46, and to undefeated Alfred, 58-45. Divers Dick Comanzo and 
Todd Metcalfe qualified for the nationals, and Don McVeigh was a double winner against 
Rochester and Utica, and won the 100-yard backstroke vs. Alfred and the 100-yard freestyle 
vs. RPL 
Women's Swimming (9-3): 
Getting ready for the NYSAIA W championship at Cortland, ihe ladies won their closing 
two meets against Cornell 73-67 and East Stroudsburg State 76-64. Catherine Lyons and 
Lora Newberry were double winner against Cornell. Lyons set school record in the SO-yard 
freestyle with a 24. 74. 
Men's Indoor Track (3-3): 
The men placed third in a five team meet at Rochester, who won with 98 points. Alfred 
was the runner-up with 68 points and iC with 59 .. Jim Pryor, Dan_Green, and Jim Nichols 
swept the shot put. 
Susie Chapin is consoled by a furry friend '· 
STAFF J'JIOTO BY GF.OFF DONOVAN 
- . 
Women's Varsity Gymn-astics (3-2): -
After winning their first three dual meets, Ithaca suffered two straight setbacks to Cornell 
and Slippery Rock. Despite the losses, IC broke their team point record in each meet. Again-
st Cornell, Chris Ficken turned in a fine performance placing first on the bars and s;cond on 
the beam.1Against defending Division II Eastern Regional Champ Slippery Rpck, Allison 
Cooper scored an -8.55 on the balance beam to break Chris Ficken's old record of 8.50. The 
Bombers traver to the state · of Massachusetts this weekend to face Northeastern and 
Sprin'gfield C~llege. , 
-~ 
. \· 
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INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
SCORING G FGM FTM Pts. 
Bill Byrne, Alfred 21 167 11S 449 
Tod Hart, llhaca 18 158 50 366 
Ron Thorpe, RIT 23 1~6 92 364 
Dave Conklin1 Alfred 21 118 79 31S 
Mike Lewis, Clarkson 19 102 60 264 
Jeff Spafford, Clarkson 12 63 20 146 
Pat Roohan, RPI 18 92 34 218 
Joey Wright, Hoban 23 110 51 271 
Jamie King, Clarkson 19 85 51 221 
John Golden; Clarkson 19 74 72 220 
I. College of Staten Island 19-2 
2
- Hamilton College 17-4 
3
• Ithaca College 15-4 
4
- Albany State 15-6 
5
. St. Lawrence University 14-6 
6
- Alfred University 15-6 
7
. (tie) Old Westbury 17-4 
Potsdam State 14-7 
9
· John Jay College 17-S 
JO. (tie) Cortland State 12-7 
Oneonta State 11-7 
Honorable Mention: Baruch, 
Brooklyn, Buffalo State, Clarkson, 
Elmira. Rochester Tech 
HCAC S1f ANIDilNGS 
conference 
llhaca w L Pct. 
St.•Lawrence 8 I .889 
Alfred 8 2 .800 
RPI 6 4 .600 
RIT 4 5 .445 
Clarl..,on 4 6 .400 
1-lohart 4 6 4()() 
I II .083 
O\erall 
Ithaca w L Pct. JS 4 .788 St. Lawrence 14 6 .700 Alfred· 15 6 .714 RPi 9 9 .500 RIT 12 10 .545 Clarkson 9 10 .473 Hobart 6 17 .26() 
Intramural Standings 
Men's noor hockey 
Pro division Semi Pro Ea~t 
Guns&Dope 3-0 
Knobs 3-0 
Confederates 2-1 
Crazy S's 1-2 
Piranas 0-3 
Linsters 0-3 
X-men 3-0 
Joint Therapy 3-0 
Old No. 7 3-1 
Seth Ryders 2-1 
4th Floor J-3 
Semi Pro North Semi Pro South 
Avg. 
21.3 
20.3 
15.8 
15.0 
13.9 
12.2 
12.1 
11.7 
11.6 
I 1.6 
Stone Men 3-1 Flying Pucks 4-0 
Sticks -n- Stones 3-1 Rollin' Raloons 3-J 
Cheeba Brothers 2-1 Jerry & His Boys 2-2 
Bone Heads 2-2 
Hager's Heros 1-2 
The Flesh Scrappers 2-2 
Non-conformist 1-3 
N.J. Giants 1-2 The Beaks 0-4 
Earh Ri~er; 0-3 
Men\ Basketball Pro South Pro North 
2Sers 4-0 
Free Agents 4-0 Untouchables 3-1 
No Names 3-1"' Runnin Gunners 2-2 
69ers 3-2 BBB 2-2 
Spontaneous Combustion 1-3 Men of Moselles 1-3 
1-·ree Baser.. 0-4 Orange Pack 0-4 
Semi Pro North !,emi Pro South 
8irdmen 4-0 HIiiiard Hound Dogs 3-0 Ithaca Niles 4-1 P .B. Ranchers 3-0 Lodgers 3-2 Cuisines 3-1 Floaters 2-2 Slammers 2-2 Sport Shorts 1-2 Stones 1-2 OK Tums 1-3 lchlban Warriors 1-3 Misfits 0-5 Pi Lambda Chi 1-4 
South HIii Blues 0-3 
Women's Basketball Coed Voleyball 
Power Hitters 7-0 Kamakasls 5-0 Stellato's Team 5-~ The Hangovers 4-2 D.P.11 5-2 
Bunbos 4.3 6Beaks 2-1 
Perfect Touchers 4-3 V-Bop 1-3 
Nothing bot Nel .3-4 Bognrtlans · 1-3 
Patterson's .3-4 
Gators .3-4 
22 THE ITHACAN 
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To the Sports Editor: 
I would like to question 
your sports coveragt!. You 
have done a fine jeb reporting 
the Men's sports aJong with_ 
Women's gymnasucs, 
If YOII wont to ;,und off iioo'ut spons, adifris.ii l~~ers to V .F. 'f ·.!J·· the ltlman' d,g. Landoa-Hali;. 
Women swimmers want more coverage 
volleyball, and basketball but 
have neglected to put one ar-
ticle in the paper on the 
Wqmen's swim team. For 
example, the article of last 
-week on the men's swim team 
losing to St. Lawrence, well 
did you know that the 
women's team traveled with 
the men's team and won -the 
·meet"! YOU have also neglec-
ted to report on the fine per-
formance of the Ithaca 
College Women's Swim Team 
who has compiled a record of 
10-3 and have failed to 
recognize those individuals 
who have established them-
Febr~ary 18, 1982 
-
selves as national contenders 
within the AJA W 11 Cham-
pionships. . 
J.C. Women's Swim Team 
J.C. Men's Swim Team 
l 
Hard Luck hits wrestlers 
By Tom LonRO. 
·1n ihe oeginning of this 
wrestling season, coach John 
Murray was very enthusiastic 
about his team's chances in the 
ICAC national qualifiers but 
injuries and illness combined 
to melt his dreams. Despite 
four finalist, Ithaca College 
only took fourth in the five 
team tourney. 
Hard luck were the words of 
the day for the Bombers. Bart 
Morrow and David Kattay 
were absent from the roster 
and Murray could not muster 
a wrestler for the 126 pound 
class. Their dark cloud 
followed them right into the 
finals. Freshman Steve Schink 
came out strong with a 8-1 
lead in the first period but that 
lead reversed to 12-10 by the 
end of the match because of 
fatigue and tough calls by the 
referee. 167 pounder, Bill 
Bray, who is 15-13 for the 
season, lost a close one to 
Dudly Knight. Bray has been 
nose-to-nose with the 177 
pounder trom Kl I (~-7 and 6-
3) but has never been able to 
beat him. His 5-2 performan-
ce was good enough to land 
him a wild card spot in the 
Division m Nationals at 
SUNY Cortland. Knight is no 
newcomer to beating fine 
wrestlers from .IC; Two years 
ago, he stopped All-American 
Ralph Salem in his second bid 
to go to the Nationals at 167 
pounds. Bill Condon (190) 
was caught at I :30 in the first 
period by Saint Lawrence's 
Chuck Lanzatella who is an 
alternate on the US Roman-
Greco team. In the semi-
finals, Greg Smith reincured a 
subluxation in his right 
shoulder against RIT's 302 
pounder. 
Smith went on to beat him 
3-1 in overtime but had to 
default the final match to 
Connors from St. Lawrence. 
Smith will be unable to com-
pete in the Bomber's final 
match at QAl!<;>nta tmU1e.m.ust 
be pleased with his 21-4-1 
overall record for the season. 
Tim Wilmot and Steve Davis, 
who both took fourth, w_ere 
the only other Ithacans to 
place in the event. 
Naturally. Coach Murray 
was disappointed when his 
team fell short of his great ex-
pectations but his matmen 
were certainly not disgraced in 
their heartful battles against 
some of the best wrestlers that 
New York has to offer. 
All the first place pokier~ 
will go to the NCAA Division 
111 National on the 26th a~ 
well as fLve wild card wrestlers. 
Mattiais(SL) 142, Wilson (SL) 
150, Smith (RlT) 150. Nor-
thrup (SL) 158, and.Bray (IC) 
177 were all chosen as wild 
c9rds for their excellent 
wrestling that weekend. 
Result of the ICAC cham-
pionship finals: 
118 Cook(C) dee. Schlink(]C) 
12-10; 126 Lewis(C) dee. 
Welles(RPl) 7-0; 134 Tor-
torello(SL) dee. Vasciannie(C) 
5-2; 142 Leslie(RIT) dee. Mat-
tias(SL) 5-2; 150 Read(C) dee. 
Wilson(SL) 9-~; 158 Cook(C) 
dee.,Northrup(SL) forfeit; 167 
Smith (RIT) dee. Town-
son(SL) 7-5; 177 Knight(RIT) 
dee. Bray(IC) 5-3; 190 Lan-
zatclla(SL) pin Condon(IC) 
_Jwdor center Mickey Herzing 
acond 13 points __ and pulled 
down 16 rebounds in Ithaca'!-' 
55-53 wlc over St. Lawreaee 
om Saturday. Herzing ·bit five 
Ira tbrows In the final millate 
ad m half to nail down_ die 
Bomber TICtor.,. F.;,r a 8-e 
performance~ The . - ltlHICU. 
floaon Mlaey·-- Bening a 
AO-.Jete ef tlle Week.-
1 :30; Hwt. Connors(SL) over 
Smith(IC) default. 
Team Results: 
l~t St. Lawrence; 2nd 
Clarkson; 3rd RIT; 4th Ithaca 
College; 5th RPI. 
By Jim Tobin Not until the last thirty secon-
The IC Mens Hockey Club ds did IC have any chance of 
took to the ice against Sig~a coming back. With a cancer-
Nu of Cornell at 11 :00 ted effort by the front line of 
Tuesday night at Cass Park. Borhard, Cole and Meinel, IC 
The scoring started with a came back within one in the 
goal early in the first period by last thirty seconds of the 
Sigma Nu but IC tied it up game. Left wing Dave 
only a few minutes later with a, Borhard pumped the puck into 
goal by Senior right-winger the oppositions goal and only 
Bill Meinel. IO seconds later Cole scored 
The game remained tied on a powerful slap shot from 
throughout the first period just inside the blue line 
until Sigma Nu took the lead bringing the final score to 5-4. 
by two goals but IC came back - Although IC ended the 
within one with a goal by game down a goal, there 
freshman center Bill Cole was excellent goaltending by 
towards the end of the second Ricky Steinhauss, and sharp-
period and brought IC within passing and hard-hitting by 
two goals after another Sigma the JC defense and forwards. 
Nu score. !C's next game is Friday 
After a very physical second night at 9:30 at Cass Park 
period Sigma Nu scored early agairist the Ithaca Midget All 
again in the third period Stars. 
taking the lead bv three goals. 
.. ·~-' 
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NCAA 
Demotiorm 
(CP.S) -- As the first effects of 
the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association's 
(NCAA) compromise with its 
major football powers sink in, 
some of the dispossessed 
schools and conferences are 
finding to their own surprise 
that their expulsion from the 
most lucrative football 
television contracts may help 
them. 
"We think it's the gfeatest 
thing that could happen," says 
Dick Oliver, commissioner of 
the soon-to-be-downgraded 
Southland Conference. 
And though the accord may 
make some conferences 
change shapes -- the Ivy 
League, for one, may take in 
some new schools -- the new 
formulas for splitting up the 
millions of dollars television 
pays to broadcast college 
football each year "isn't going 
to make that much differen-
ce." agrees Ivy League Com-
missioner James Litvack. 
The NCAA's four-year 
struggle with most of its 
biggest football schools (those 
By Smith F. Ragsdale 
it ts probably a surprise to 
most people here at ithaca 
College that instruction in 
Karate is readily available in 
the gym three nights a week, 
two hours on each of the 
evenings, for a modest cost. 
The style of Karate taught here 
,~ Okinawan Goju-Ryu. 
"Goju" means hard and 
"Ryu" means soft, which 
translates into saying that this 
form of Karate combines both 
hard, forceful movements 
' 
0 
0 Blessing Disguise 
in the Big 10 and PAC-IO 
didn't participate) ended in 
compromise in January. 
Sixty-one major teams had 
coelesced as the College Foot-
ball Association (CF A) to gain 
a more direct voice in 
negotiating tv contracts, an ac-
tivity in which all NCAA 
members could participate. 
CF A members argued that, 
since they appeared on tv most 
often and generated the most 
profit, they should have the 
biggest voice in the 
negotiations. 
"The NCAA has over 900 
members of all categories and 
sizes," explains Cf A 
Executive Director Chuch 
Neinas. "Before the recent 
changes, you had a situation 
where all schools, with or 
without a football team, had a 
say-so in the tv football con-
tracts. In addition, there were 
teams with entirely different 
levels of football programs 
operating within the same 
division." 
The NCAA agreed to drop 
about 40 of the smaller. !cs<.. 
with soft, redirecting 
movements. 
Unlike most metropolitan 
Karate sch'ools, which teach 
self-defense in as short a time 
as possible, Goju-Ryu stresses 
body-control, and discipline 
owr both mind and body, way 
before any actual sparing oc-
curs. 
The Karate club began here 
on campus during October 
1980. The Classes are taught 
by Ed Savage and Bruce La 
compe'titive schools from its 
top, 137-member Division I-
A, and to let the teams in each 
division approve their own 
television contracts. 
In return the CF A aban-
doned the $180 million con-
tract it had signed on its own 
with NBC. The NCAA had 
already signed a $263.5 million 
contract for all its ·members --
including those also belonging 
to the CF A -- with ABC and 
CBS. 
Under the NCAA's new 
rules, a team can stay in 
Division I-A by averaging 
home crowds of 17,000 over 
four years, or by having a 
stadium seating at least 
30,000. 
Schools can no longer 
escape those requirements by 
sponsoring at least 12 Division 
I spans teams. 
The new agreement 
threatens to push from 
Division I-A to Division I-AA 
all teams in the Missouri 
Valley, Mid-American. Ivy 
League, Pacific Coast, 
Southern and Southland Con-
Force who have both studied 
Goju-Ryu for five years. 
Currently the club has ten 
members. The low number of 
students have surprised the in-
structors, for they expected a 
much greater response. Cor-
ne!i has over ten different 
styles of Martial arts offered. 
The club also has no women 
members, a fact which 
mystifies the teachers. 
A new member first ex-
periences a novel awarness 
ferences. 
Independents Northeast 
Louisiana, North Texas State, 
Cincinnati, Colgate, William 
and Mary, Richmond and 
Holy Cross also stand to lose· 
their Division I-A status. 
Oddly enough, at-least some 
~f the li_chool!i an~l_~~~ferenees 
don't seem to mind their 
downward mobility much. 
"Frankly, the major foot-
ball powers have always run 
the contracts committee," the 
Ivy League's Litvack says, "so 
the fact that they are now 
allowing for separate Division 
I-A contracts isn't gomg to 
make that much difference." 
The Southland Conferen-
ce's Oliver confesses, "We 
know that we don't play foot-
ball at the level that some of 
the bigger s_shoo!Ll_n I-A do, 
·so we're looking forward to 
the change." 
He adds that "everybody in 
I-A has to play their way onto 
tv (and into the tv revenues). 
But in I-AA you have a 
guaranteed number of ap-
pearances in each conference. 
concerning their body and an 
'enthusiastic thirst to learn 
more of the art. The new 
member will also get one-on-
one instruction until they are 
able to be a part of the general 
class exercise. He/she will also 
experience frustration at 
times, but this is not unusual 
with any new way of 
disciplining the body. 
New members are always 
welc6med at any time, for 
there are no set dates for 
' • 
. 
··,· 
' .•. 
,' J~'~F"~;'T ~~'.~:@;;;.,~ .. 
, ... >: 
You don't have to worry 
about going through the bowl 
structure. We don't feel we're 
lo~ing anything by moving to 
I-AA." 
"It's really not going to hurt 
anyone," counsels Dave 
Cawood of the NCAA. "All 
the rule changes are really 
going to do is give the mem-
bers of Division I-A a better 
opportunity to control their 
own destiny in football 
issues." 
Rumors have circulated 
around the Ivy League that 
Northwestern, Army or Navy 
might join it. Under the new 
rules a confererg:~ 
automatically becomes 
Division 1-A if half its teams 
meet the stadium or average 
attendence requirements. 
"It's conceivable that we 
might expand the league," 
Litvack concedes. "But we 
haven't approached any team 
yet about joining us. And if 
we do, it won't be on the basis 
of whether they'll help us meet 
Division 1-A qualifications." 
beginners' classes. H there are 
any questions, or if someone is 
interested in joining, the club 
meets for instruction and exer-
cise Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, 6:00-8:00 pm, in the 
dance/ gymnastics room of 
the gym (end of gym closest to 
the Music building). Everyone 
is welcome to come, watch, 
and ask questions. The club is 
open to everyone, students, 
professors, and those not a 
part of ithaca College. 
.--
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Karate Club members practice the experience of Okinawan Gojo-Ryu, which meets Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 6-8 pm 
STAFF PHOTO BY F.RIC PI.ICKF.RT 
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